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INTRODUCTION 
The C a l i f o r n i a  Department of F i s h  and Game under c o n t r a c t  t o  t h e  Na t iona l  
Marine F i s h e r i e s  Serv ice  (NMFS) h a s  p a r t i c i p a t e d  i n  t h e  Marine R e c r e a t i o n a l  
F i s h e r i e s  S t a t i s t i c s  Survey (MRFSS) from mid 1979 t o  t h e  p resen t .  The survey 
w a s  i n i t i a t e d  t o  g a t h e r  c a t c h  and e f f o r t  s t a t i s t i c s  f o r  marine r e c r e a t i o n a l  
f i s h e r i e s  a long  t h e  P a c i f i c  west  c o a s t .  
Annual summaries of t h e s e  s t a t i s t i c s  have a l r e a d y  been pub l i shed  on a  
r e g i o n a l  b a s i s  (Current  F i s h e r i e s  S t a t i s t i c s  Numbers 8321, 8323, and 8325).  I n  
t h e s e  summaries, C a l i f o r n i a ' s  d a t a  is  d iv ided  i n t o  two reg ions :  Del Norte t o  
San Luis Obispo Counties ( n o r t h - c e n t r a l  r e g i o n ) ,  and Santa  Barbara t o  San Diego 
Counties ( s o u t h e r n  reg ion) .  
This  Quar te r ly  Report No. 23 covers  t h e  p e r i o d  of January through March 
1985. It supplements t h e  f e d e r a l  annual  summary f o r  on ly  t h e  n o r t h - c e n t r a l  
r e g i o n  of C a l i f o r n i a  (Del Norte t o  San Luis  Obispo Count ies ) .  Th i s  r e g i o n  i s  
d iv ided  i n t o  f i v e  a r e a s  ( s u b r e g i o n s )  corresponding t o  h i s t o r i c a l  p o r t s .  
C o n t r i b u t o r s  t o  Q u a r t e r l y  Report No. 23 a r e :  
Area 1  (Del Norte and Humbolt Count ies )  
Michael Wallace 
Area 2 (Mendocino and Sonoma Count ies)  
Kons tan t in  A. Karpov and Gerald  S. Kwiecien 
Area 3  ( g r e a t e r  San Franc i sco  a r e a :  ocean and bay) 
G a i l  P. Roper and David H. Thomas 
Area 4 (Santa  Cruz and Monterey Count ies)  
Robert R. Leos and Diana L. Wat te r s  
Area 5 (San Luis Obispo County) 
Sandra L. Owen and Nancy R. S i e p e l  
METHODS 
Catch and length data were collected by Department biologists intercepting 
anglers actively fishing or in the process of leaving a fishing site. Sampling 
methodology is described in part in Cur'rent Fisheries Statistics (8321, 8323, 
and 8325). 
Data in this quarterly report are subdivided into three categories: pri- 
marily by five geographical areas; secondarily by fishing modes and gear types 
within each area; and finally by catch definition for each area, mode, and gear 
type. Tables are presented for these categories, each with three sections: 
sampled effort, ranked catch, and catch-per-unit-effort (CPUE). Also, within 
each area, length-frequency histograms and tables are presented for select 
species. 
Study Areas 
Study areas range in size from one county in Area 5 to seven counties in 
Area 3 (Figure 1). Adjacent counties are combined whenever similarity of habi- 
tat and species composition warrants. Boat modes are segregated by county only 
if separate g r d d s  were fished (i.e. Sonoma County Bodega Bay Fishery, sub-area 
+" 
097, from Mendocino county, sub-area 045). 
Area 1, including Del Norte and Humbolt counties, extends from the Oregon 
border to Shelter Cove. Both counties are combined in all mode comparisons. 
Area 2 contains Mendocino county and that part of Sonoma county which is north 
of Bodega Bay. Both counties are combined for all modes except the boat modes 
(privatelrental boat and CPFV). This is the only area that includes shore 
divers using spear gear. The San Francisco Area 3 is segregated into ocean and 
bay. This area includes anglers from seven counties; Marin, Solano, Contra 
Costa, Alameda, Santa Clara, San Francisco, and San Mateo. These counties 

encircle the bay and extend down to Ano Nuevo. Two sets of tables and figures 
II 
were generated based on whether anglers specified having fished in the ocean or 
I the bay. Bay anglers were predominantly from San Francisco Bay, but also in- 
cluded a small percentage of Halfmoon Bay anglers. Area 4 includes Santa Cruz 
II 
county that part of Monterey County which is north of Ragged Point. This is the 
only area to include tables on boat divers using spear gear. Area 5, San Luis 
4s- 
Qbispo County, extends down to Point Sal. 
Fishing Modes 
Modes of fishing were organized into six categories: (i) pier or dock, (ii) 
jetty or breakwater, (iii) bridge or causeway, (iv) beach or bank, (v) private 
or rental boat, and (vi) commercial passenger fishing vessel (CPFV). 
Gear Types 
Three types of gear were used; (i) hook-and-line, (iiy spear, and (iii) net. 
Spears were used only by divers. Dipnet and castnet were the only net gears in 
active use in northern and central California. 
Catch Definition 
Catch is defined three different ways: (i) all fish captured, including fish 
returned dead or alive, those not available at the sampling site (i.e. filleted 
or given away etc.), and those available to measure; (ii) landed catch, not in- 
cluding fish returned dead or alive; and, (iii) the measured catch only. Fish 
caught but unavailable to measure were identified to the nearest taxa using the 
angler's description. 
Computer-Generated Tables and Figures 
The Microcomputer Program Series (MPS) was developed to generate the tables 
and figures used in this report. The programs were designed for flexibility and 
ease of use on area microcomputers. The programs allow the user to generate 
tables and figures for any combination of area, mode, gear, or definition of 
catch. Data generated by these programs include: sampled effort, ranked catch, 
CPUE, and length-frequency data. Documentation of logic and program listings 
are available (Karpov, 1984). 
Sampled Effort 
Sampled effort is the same for all three catch definitions for a particular 
area, mode, or gear. It includes the number of anglers intercepted and the 
total hours fishing effort. 
Ranked Catch 
Ranked catch includes rank of species caught by number or weight, and other 
statistics depending on the catch definition. Fish are ranked by number caught 
in two of the catch definitions: all fish caught, and landed catch. The mea- 
sured catch has fish ranked by weight caught. The measured catch tables include 
average lengths and standard deviation, and derived average weight. 
CPUE 
CPUE is calculated using two definitions of both "catch" and "effort". 
Catch is either number or weight (kilograms) caught. Effort is either angler 
days or total hours fished. CPUE, computed using weight caught as opposed to 
number landed, are included for only two of the catch definitions: landed catch 
and measured catch. Average weights incorporated in the landed catch tables are 
derived either from the respective measured catch table for the same species or, 
for the more general species groups by calculating a group average weight. 
Group average weights of constituant species were calculated preferentially from 
this quarter's data for the same mode, gear, and area; all four quarters of last 
year were occasionally used as an alternate source when more current data was 
unavailable. Angler days represent completed fishing days for most areas and 
modes. Occasional incomplete trips were included for all modes except boat 
modes. 
Length-Frequency Data 
Length-frequency histograms and tables were generated for select species. 
Histograms are included for highly abundant species where at least 10 measured 
fish occurred in the most frequent size interval. Histograms were summarized in 
either 5-, lo-, or 20-mm intervals.   he criteria for assigning summary inter- 
vals was based on the largest recorded size for the species as reported in 
Miller and Lea (1972). Fish reported from 0 to 12 inches used 5-mm, greater 
than 12 to 24 inches used 10-mm and greater than 24 inches were assigned 20-mm 
intervals. 
Length-frequency tables (see Appendix A) were generated for all species 
with at least five measured fish for any given area, mode, and gear. Tables 
were summarized in 5-mm intervals and include length statistics for possible use 
in ANOVA computations (Sokal and Rholf, 1969). 
Species Names and Length-Weight Parameters 
Total length was recorded for all species except tuna-like fishes with 
rigid concave caudal fins; for these fork lengths were used. Weights were not 
actually measured; rather, they were determined, for all major species taken, 
from precalculated length-weight relationships. The exponential relationship 
used was w = ~ L ~ ;  where a and b are constants unique to each species (Appendix 8). 
Scientific and common names used were standardized using the American 
Fisheries Society list (1980). 
Table 1 .  Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CF'UE for Area 1 
i n  1985 for Quarter 1, by Pier or Dock Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number .Anglers Intercepted - 2 6 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 59.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number % by 
by Number Caught Number 
..................................................... 
Seaperch, White 1 100 78.7 
Perch, Pile 2 9 7 .1  
Seaperch, Striped 3 7 5.5 
Sculpin, Pacific Staghorn 4 6 4.7 
Surfperch, Silver 5 3 2.4 
Greenling, Kelp 6 1 0.8 
Cabezon 7 1 0 .8  
..................................................... 
Total 127 100 
Catch per Angler Day = 4.88 Catch per Angler Hour = 2.15 
Table 2. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPLX for Area 1 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Pier or Dock Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number .-lers Intercepted - 2 6 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 59.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number % by Mean Weight 
by Number Caught Number Wt.(kg)* Caught 
......................................................................... 
Seaperch, White 1 70 76.9 0.30 20.71 
Perch, Pile 2 9 9.9  0.80 7.22 
Seaperch, Striped 3 7 7.7 0.40 2.83 
Surfperch, Silver 4 3 3 .3  0.15 0 . 4 4  
Greenling, Kelp 5 1 1 . 1  0.14 0.14 
Cabezon 6 1 1 . 1  0.51 0.51 
......................................................................... 
Total 91 100 31.88 
C. CPW 
Catch per Angler Day = 3.50 Catch per Angler Hour = 1.54 
Kg per Angler Day = 1.23 Kg per Angler Hour = 0.54 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
Table 3. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPLE for Area 1 
in 1985 for Quarter 1,  by Pier or Dock Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 2 6 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 59.0  
B. Ranked Catch 
'---Mean---: 
Common name Rank Weight* Number % by No. Wt. * Ln. ** SD 
by Wt. Caught Caught No. Meas. (kg) (mm) LN. 
................................................................................... 
Seaperch, White 1 18.07 61  74.4  51 0 .30 290 16 
Perch, Pile 2 7.22 9 11.0  9 0 .80 363 24 
Seaperch, Striped 3 2.83 7 8.5  7 0.40 289 3 1 
Cabezon 4 0 .51  1 1 . 2  1 0 .51  307 0 
Surfperch, Silver 5 0.44 3 3 . 7  3 0 .15 209 18 
Greenling, Kelp 6 0.14 1 1 . 2  1 0.14 212 0 
................................................................................... 
Total 29.21 82 100 . 7 2 
Catch per Angler Day = 3.15 Catch per Angler Hour = 1.39 
Kg per Angler Day = 1 .12  Kg per Angler Hour = 0.50 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
* Total length escept for species with tuna-like caudal fins (see text). 
* * *  P C %  is underestimated if all fish taken were not examined (see text). 
Table 4. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPC'E for Area 1 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Jetty or Breakwater Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 210 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 540.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Corranon name Rank Number % by 
by Number Caught Number 
..................................................... 
Greenling, Kelp 1 86 30.8 
Rockfish, Grass 2 34 12.2 
Seaperch, Striped 3 29 10.4 
Cabezon 4 25 9.0 
Surfperch, Redtail 5 18 6.5 
Greenling, Rock 6 15 5.4 
Rockfish, Black 7  9 3.2 
Rockfish, Blue 8 8 2.9 
Lingcod 9 8 2.9 
Perch, Pile 10 8 2.9 
Rockfish, Brown 11 6 2.2 
Surfperch, Silver 12 6 2.2 
Rockfish , Copper 13 4 1.4 
Sculpin, Buffalo 14 4 1.4 
Seaperch, White 15 4 1.4 
Prickleback, Monkeyface 16 4 1.4 
Skate, Big 1 7  2 0.7 
Sculpins 18 2 0.7 
Prickleback, Rock 19 2 0.7 
Salmon, Coho (Silver) 20 1 0.4 
Irish Lord, Red 2 1 1 0.3 
Surfperch, Walleye 22 1, 0.4 
Surfperch, Calico 2 3 1 0.4 
Sole, Sand 2 4 1 0.4 
..................................................... 
Total 279 100 
Catch per Angler Day = 1.33 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.52 
Table 5 .  Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPC% for Area 1 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Jetty or Breakwater Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 210 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 540.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number % by 
by Number Caught Number 
...................................................... 
Greenling, Kelp 1 60 30.6 
Seaperch, Striped 2 27 13.8  
Cabezon 3 18 9 . 2  
Surfperch, Redtail 4 18 9 . 2  
Rockfish, Grass 5 16 8 . 2  
Greenling, Rock 6 15 7.7 
Perch, Pile 7 8 4 . 1  
Lingcod 8 6 3 . 1  
Surfperch, Silver 9 6 3 . 1  
Rockfish, Black 10 5 2 .6  
Rockfish, Blue 11 5 2.6  
Seaperch, White 12 4 2 .0  
Skate, Big 13 1 0 . 5  
Rockfish , Brown 14 1 0 . 5  
Rockfish, Copper 15 1 0 . 5  
Sculpin, Buffalo 16 1 0 . 5  
Surfperch, Walleye 17 1 0 . 5  
Surfperch, Calico 18 1 0 . 5  
Prickleback, Monkeyface 19 1 0 . 5  




0 . 2 1  12.55 
0 .38  10.17 
0 .86 15.47 
0 .52 9 .30 
0.54 8.59 
0 . 3 3  4.99 
0 .80  6.37 
4.48 26.89 
0 .19 1.14 
0 .32 1 .58 
0.13 0.69 
0 .37 1.46 
21.54 21.54 
0 . 5 5  0.55 
0 .39 0.39 
0 .22 0.22 
0 .34 0 .34 
0 .30  0.30 
0 .  oo** 0.00 
0 . 0 2  0 .02 
......................................................................... 
Total 196 100 122.56 
C. CPUE 
Catch per Angler Day = 0 . 9 3  Catch per Angler Hour = 0.36 
IQ per Angler Day = 0 .58  Kg per Angler Hour = 0.23 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
**  Yean weight for this group was not calculated or was estimated from other 
sources (see text) . 
Table 6. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 1 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Jetty or Breakwater Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 2 10 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 540.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
---)lean--- ' 
Common name Rank Weight* Number % by No. Wt . * Ln. **  SD 
by Wt. Caught Caught No. Meas. (kg) (mm) LN . 
................................................................................... 
Lingcod 1 26.89 6 4 . 3  6 4.48 734 98 
Skate, Big 2 21.54 1 0 .7  1 21.54 1362 0 
Cabezon 3 12.03 14 10.1 14 0.86 347 106 
Greenling, Kelp 4 8.16 39 28.1 39 0.21 230 57 
Rockfish, Grass 5 8.05 15 10.8 15 0.54 269 78 
Seaperch, Striped 6 5.65 15 10 .8  15 0.38 279 42 
Greenling, Rock 7 4.66 14 10.1 14 0 .33  279 48 
Perch, Pile 8 3.98 5 3.6 5 0.80 362 27 
Surfperch, Redtail 9 3.10 6 3 .3  6 0.52 307 33 
Rockfish, Black 10 1.58 5 3.6 5 0.32 253 91 
Surfperch, Silver ' 11 0.95 5 3.6 5 0.19 226 18 
Seaperch, White 12 0.73 2 1 .4  2 0.37 312 23 
Rockfish, Blue 13 0.69 5 3.6 5 0.14 204 31 
Rockfish, Brown 14 0.55 1 0 .7  1 0.55 315 0 
Rockfish, Copper 15 0.39 1 0 .7  1 0.39 277 0 
Surfperch, Walleye 16 0.34 1 0 .7  1 0.34 260 0 
Surfperch, Calico 17 0.30 1 0 .7  1 0.30 262 0 
Sculpin, Buffalo 18 0.22 1 0 . 7  1 0.22 281 0 
Sole, Sand 19 0.02 1 0.7  1 0.02 128 0 
Priclrleback , . Monkeyface 2 0 0.00 1 0 .7  1 0.00 332 0 
Total 99.83 139 100 139 
Catch per Angler Day 0.66 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.26 
K g  per Angler Day = 0.48 Kg per Angler Hour = 0.18 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
* Total length except for species with tuna-like caudal fins (see test). 
*** CPLiE is underestimated if all fish taken were not examined (see test). 
Table 7. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPLX for Area 1 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number .Anglers Intercepted - 146 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 351 .O 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number %by 
by Number Caught Number 
..................................................... 
Surfperch, Silver 1 76 30.8 
Surfperch, Redtail 2 43 17.4 
Seaperch, White 3 28 11 .3  
Seaperch, Striped 4 23 9.3 
Greenling, Kelp 5 22 8.9 
Perch, Pile 6 11 4.5 
Cabezon 7 10 4.0 
Salmon, Coho (Silver) 8 5 2.0 
Greenling, Rock 9 4 1.6 
Lingcod 10 4 1 .6  
Rockfish, Brown 11 3. 1.2 
Surfperch, Walleye 12 3 1 .2  
Tomcod, Pacific 13 2 0.8 
Rockfish, Grass 14 2 0.8 
Sculpin, Pacific Staghorn 15 2 . 0.8 
Trout, Rainbow 16 1 0.4 
Rockfish, Copper 17 1 0.1 
Sculpins 18 1 0.4 
Sculpin, Buffalo 19 1 0.4 
Wolf-eel 20 1 0.4 
Prickleback, Rock 2 1 1 0.4 
F'rickleback, Monkeyface 2 2 1 0.4 
Sole, Rock 23 1 0.4 
Sole, Sand 24 1 0 .4  
Total 247 100 
C. CPLE 
Catch per Angler Day = 1.69 Catch per .Angler Hour = 0.70 
Table 8. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 1 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 146 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 351.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number % by Mean Weight 
by Number Caught Number Wt.(kg)* Caught 
......................................................................... 
Surfperch, Silver 1 46 28.8 0.16 7.32 
Surfperch, Redtail 2 36 22.5 0.34 12.24 
Seaperch, White 3 25 15.6 0.30 7.60 
Seaperch, Striped 4 15 9 . 4  0.44 6.66 
Perch, Pile 5 10 6 . 3  0.60 6.03 
Greenling, Kelp 6 7 4.4 0.32 2.25 
Greenling, Rock 7 4 2.5 0.25 1.01 
Lingcod 8 4 2.5 3.59 14.36 
Surfperch, Walleye 9 3 1.9 0.32 0.97 
Salmon, Coho (Silver) 10 2 1 .3  0.91 1.82 
Tomcod, Pacific 11 2 1 .3  0.12 0.23 
Rockfish, Brown 12 1 0.6 0.5188 . 0 . 5 1  
Rockfish, Copper 13 1 0.6 0.56 0.56 
Rockfish, Grass 14 1 0 . 6  0.75 0.75 
Cabezon 15 1 0.6 0.36 0.36 
Prickleback, Rock 16 1 0.6  0.  OO** 0.00 
F'riclileback, Monkeyface 17 1 0.6 0 . OOX* 0.00 
......................................................................... 
Total 160 100 62.67 
C. CPUE 
Catch per Angler Day = 1.10 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.46 
Kg per Angler Day = 0.43 Kg per Angler Hour = 0.18 
8 Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
8 ?lean weight for this group was not calculated or was estimated from other 
sources (see test). 
Table 9 .  Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPI,'E for Area 1 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 146 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 351 .O 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name 
I---Mean---' 
Rank Weight* Number %by No. Wt.* Ln.%* SD 
by Wt. Caught Caught No. Meas. (kg) (mm) LN. 
................................................................................... 
Lingcod 1 14.36 4 2.6 4 3 .59 684 86 
Surfperch, Redtail 2 12.24 36 23.4 36 0 .34 269 32 
Seaperch, White 3 7.60 25 16.2  22 0 .30  292 16 
Surfperch, Silver 4 7.00 44 28.6 43 0 .16 212 23 
Seaperch, Striped 5 6.66 15 9 . 7  15 0 .44 300 12 
Perch, Pile 6 6 .03  10 6 . 5  10 0.60 330 29 
Greenling, Kelp 7 1 .93  6 3 .9  6 0.32 277 45 
Salmon, Coho (Silver) 8 1.82 2 1 . 3  2 0 .91  459 16 
Greenling, Rock 9 1 .01  4 2.6 4 0 .25 255 45 
Surfperch, Walleye 10 0.97 3 1 .9  3 0 .32 257 9 
Rockfish, Grass 11 0.75 1 0.6 1 0.75 322 0 
Rockfish, Copper 12 0.56 1 0 . 6  1 0.56 313 0 
Cabezon 1 3  0 .36 1 0 . 6  1 0.36 268 0 
Tomcod, Pacific 14 0 .23 2 1 . 3  2 0 .12 233 44 
................................................................................... 
Total 61.52 154 100 150 
Catch per Angler Day = 1.05 Catch per ;bgler Hour = 0.44 
K g  per Angler Day = 0.42 Kg per Angler Hour = 0.18 
X Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
** Total length except for species with tuna-like caudal fins (see test). 
*** CRT is underestimated if all fish taken were not examined (see test). 
Table 10. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and mE for Area 1 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 43 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 133.5 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number % by 


















Total 128 100 
Catch per Angler Day = 2.98 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.96 
Table 11. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 1 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 4 3 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 133.5 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number % by Mean Weight 
by Number Caught Number Wt.(kg)* Caught 
Rockfish, Black 1 47 43.9 0 .89 41.61 
Lingcod 2 25 23.4 5.50 137.39 
Rockfish, Blue 3 9 8 . 4  0 .38  3 .41 
Rockfish, Canary 4 4 3 .7  0 .74 2.96 
Sanddab, Pacific 5 4 3.7 0.09 0 . 3 3  
Sanddab, Speckled 6 4 3.7  0.09 0.34 
Greenling, Kelp 7 3 2 . 8  0 .42 1 .25 
Sole, Petrale 8 3 2 . 8  0 .60 1 . 8 1  
Rockfish, China 9 2 1 .9  0 .62 1 . 2 3  
Cabezon 10 2 1 .9  2.85 5 .70  
Rockfish, Yelloweye 11 1 0 . 9  5 .95 5.95 
Sculpin, Pacific Staghorn ' 12 1 0 . 9  0 .21  0 .21  
Surfperch, Redtail 13 1 0.9 0.53 0 .53  
Sole, Sand 14 1 0 . 9  0 .09 0 . 0 9  
......................................................................... 
' .-Total 107 100 202.82 
Catch per Angler Day = 2.49 Catch per Angler Hour 0.80 
per Angler Day = 4.72 Kg per Angler Hour = 1.52 
% Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 

AREA 2 
Table 13. Sampled E f f o r t ,  Ranked Catch and CPLT f o r  Plrea 2 
i n  1985 f o r  Quarter  1, by P i e r  o r  Dock Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line G e a r .  Catch Represents A l l  Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Ef fo r t  
Number .Anglers Intercepted - 14 
Total  Hours Ef fo r t  f o r  Anglers Intercepted - 24.5 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number % by 
by Number Caught Number 
..................................................... 
Seaperch, White 1 2 66.7 
Jacksmel t 2 1 3 3 . 3  
..................................................... 
Total  3 100 
Catch per Angler Day = 0.21 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.12 
QREQ 1 
Figure 2. Length-Frequency Histogram for Wh i t e  Seaperch 
Taken by Pier or Dock Qng 1 ers  Using Hook-and-Line Gear. 
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Table 13. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 2 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Pier or Dock Anglers Using 
a Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 13 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 24.5 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number % by Mean Weight 
by Number Caught Number Wt.(kg)* Caught 
......................................................................... 
Seaperch, White 1 2 66.7 0.17 0.35 
Jacksmel t 2 1 33.3 0.35 0.35 
Total 3 100 0.70 
Catch per Angler Day = 0.21 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.12 
I& per Angler Day = 0.05 Kg perAnglerHour 0.03 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
Table 15. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPfJE for Area 2 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Pier or Dock Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - - 14 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - - 24.5 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name 
'---Me=---' 
Rank Weight* Number X by No. W t  . * Ln. **  SD 
byWt. Caught Caught No. Meas. ( l rg)  (mm) W. 
................................................................................... 
Jacksmelt 1 0.35 1 33.3 1 0.35 355 0 
2 0.35 2 66.7 2 0.17 242 23 Ir Seaperch, White 
................................................................................... 
Total 0.70 3 100 3 
Ui 
Catch per Angler Day = 0 .21  Catch per Angler Hour = 0.12 
Iig per.4nglerDay = 0.05 Kg per Angler Hour 0.03 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
X *  Total length except for species with tuna-like caudal fins (see text). 
*** CPUE is underestimated if all fish taken were not esamined (see test). 
Table 16. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and O C ' E  for Area 2 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Jetty or Breakv-ater .Anglers L r s i n g  
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 94 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 191 .0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number % by 
by Number Caught Number 
..................................................... 
Greenling, Kelp 1 3 21.4 
Seaperch, Striped 2 3 21.4 
Unidentified Fishes 3 2 14.3 
Sculpins 4 2 14.3 
Jacksmelt 5 1 7.1 
Lingcod 6 1 7.1 
Cabezon 7 1 7.1 
Seaperch, White 8 1 7.1 
..................................................... 
Total 13 100 
Catch. per Angler Day = 0.15 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.07 
*L 
Table 17. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPCE for Area 2 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Jetty or Breakwater .Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 9 4 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - - 191 . O  
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number % by Mean Weight 
by Number Caught Number Wt.(kg)* Caught 
Greenling, Kelp 1 3 27.3 0.18 0.55 
Seaperch, Striped 2 3 27.3 0.31 0.92 
Jacksmelt 3 1 9 . 1  0.45 0.45 
Lingcod 4 1 9 .1  1.53 1.53 
Scul pins 5 1 9 .1  0.28** 0.28 
Cabezon 6 1 9 .1  0.15 0.15 
Seaperch, White 7 1 9 . 1  0.31 0.31 
......................................................................... 
Total 11 100 4.19 
C. CPUE 
Catch per Angler Day = 0.12 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.06 
Kg per Angler Day = 0.04 Kg perAnglerHour = 0.02 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
* *  Mean weight for this group was not calculated or was estimated from other 








Table 18. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPLE for Area 2 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Jetty or Breakwater Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 94 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - - 191.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
'---Mean---' 
Common name Rank Weight* Number %by No. Wt.* Ln.*X SD 
by Wt. Caught Caught No. Yeas. (kg) (mm) LN. 
................................................................................... 
Lingcod 1 1.53 1 10.0 1 1.53 520 0 
Seaperch, Striped 2 0.92 3 30.0 3 0.31 266 17 
Greenling, Kelp 3 0.55 3 30.0 3 0.18 214 81 
Jacksmel t 4 0.45 1 10.0 1 0.45 381 0 
Seaperch, White 5 0.31 1 10.0 1 0 .31  296 0 
Cabezon 6 0.15 1 10.0 1 0.15 195 0 
Total 3.91 10 100 10 
Catch per Angler Day = 0.11 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.05 
Kg per Angler Day = 0.04 Kg per Angler Hour = 0.02 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
**  Total length except for species with tuna-like caudal fins (see test). 
XX* CPLX is underestimated if all fish taken were not esamined (see test). 
Table 19. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPtT for Area 2 
i n  1985 for Quarter 1, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - - 8 1 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - - 199.5 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number % by 
by Number Caught Number 
..................................................... 
Cabezon 1 9 30.0 
Greenling, Kelp 2 6 20.0 
Surfperch, Calico 3  5 16.7 
Greenlings (general) 4 3  10.0 
Unidentified Fishes 5 2 6.7 
Sculpin, Buffalo 6 2 6.7 
Rockfish, Grass 7 1 3 . 3  
Sculpins 8 1 3 . 3  
Surfperch, Redtail 9 1 3 . 3  
..................................................... 
Total 30 100 
Catch per Angler Day = 0.37 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.15 
Table 20. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPCE for Area 2 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 8 1 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 199.5 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number % by Mean Weight 
by Number Caught Number Wt.(kg)* Caught 
......................................................................... 
Cabezon 1 8 30.8 1.16 9.28 
Greenling, Kelp 2 5 19.2 0.58 2.88 
Surfperch, Calico 3 5 19.2 0.20 1 .OO 
Greenlings (general) 4 3 11.5 0.39** 1.17 
Sculpin, Buffalo 5 2 7.7 0.44 0.88 
Rockfish, Grass 6 1 3.8 0.80 0.80 
Sculpins 7 1 3.8 0.25** 0.25 
Surfperch, Redtail 8 1 3.8 0.60 0.60 
......................................................................... 
Total 26 100 16.86 
Catch per Angler Day 0.32 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.13 
Kg per Angler Day = 0.21 Kg per Angler Hour = 0.08 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
* *  Yean weight for this group was not calculated or was estimated from other 
sources (see text). 
Table 21. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPC'E for Area 2 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 8 1 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - - 199.5 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name 
'---Mean---' 
Rank Weight* Number % by No. Wt. * Ln. *l: SD 
by Wt. Caught Caught No. Meas. (kg) (mm) LV. 
................................................................................... 
Cabezon 1 5.80 5 26.3 5 1.16 403 81 
Greenling, Kelp 2 2.88 5 26.3  5 0.58 343 37 
Surfperch, Calico 3 1.00 5 26.3 5 0.20 2217 32 
Sculpin, Buffalo 4 0.88 2 10.5 2 0.43 356 3 
Rockfish, Grass 5 0.80 1 5.3 1. 0.80 329 0 
Surfperch, Redtail 6 0.60 1 5.3 1 0.60 325 0 
---------------------------------------------------------------,-------------------- 
Total 11.96 19 100 19 
Catch per Angler Day = 0.23 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.10 
Kg per Angler Day = 0.15 Kg per Angler Hour = 0.06 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if at-ailable. 
t* Total length except for species with tuna-like caudal fins (see test). 
%** CPt! is underestimated if all fish taken were not esamined (see test). 
Table 22. Sampled E f f o r t ,  Ranked Catch and CPLTE f o r  Area 2 
i n  1985 f o r  Quarter 1 ,  by Beach o r  Bank Anglers Using 
Spear Gear. Catch Represents A l l  Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Ef fo r t  
N u m b e r  Anglers Intercepted - 5 
Total  Hours Ef fo r t  f o r  Anglers Intercepted - 'i . 5 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number % by 
by Number Caught N u m b e r  
..................................................... 
Seaperch, Striped 1 3 50.0 
Rockfish, Blue 2 1 16.7 
Rockfish , G r a s s  3 1 16.7 
Greenling, Kelp 4 1 16.7 
..................................................... 
Total  6 100 
Catch per Angler Day = 1.20 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.80 
Table 23. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and C for Area 2 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Spear Gear. Catch Represents N u m b e r  Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or .Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
- 
- Number .Anglers Intercepted - 3 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 7.5 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number % by Mean Weight 
by N u m b e r  Caught Number Wt.(kg)* Caught 
Seaperch, Striped 1 3 50.0  0.56 1.69 
Rockfish, Blue 2 1 16.7 0.23 0 .23  
Rockfish, Grass 3 1 16.7 2.87 2.87 
Greenling, Kelp 4 1 16.7 0 .70 0.70 
---------------------------------------------------------------.---------- 
Total 6 100 5.49 
Catch per Angler Day = 1.20 Catch per .Angler Hour = 0.80 
Kg per Angler Day = 1.10 Kg perAnglerHout. = 0 .73  
8 Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
Table 24.  Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPIJE for Area 2 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Spear Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 5 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 7.5 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name 
:---Mean---: 
Rank Weight* Number % by No. Wt . * Ln. * *  SD 
byWt. Caught Caught No. Yeas. (kg) (mrn)  LN. 
Rockfish, Grass 1 2.87 1 16.7 1 2.87 488 0 
Seaperch, Striped 2 1.69 3 50.0 3 0.56 325 1 
Greenling, Kelp 3 0.70 1 16.7 1 0 . 7 0  370 0 
Rockfish, Blue 4 0.23 1 16.7 1 0 . 2 3  247 0 
................................................................................... 
Total 5.49 6 100 6 
Catch per Angler Day = 1 . 2 0  Catch per Angler Hour = 0.80 
Kg per Angler Day = 1 .10  Kg per Angler Hour = 0 .73  
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
** Total length except for species with tuna-like caudal fins (see test). 
% * *  CPLrE is underestimated if all fish taken were not esamined (see test). 
Table 25. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 045 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 65 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 217.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number % by 
by Number Caught Number 
..................................................... 
Roclcf ish , Blue 1 157 60.6 
Lingcod 2 48 18.5 
Rockfish, Canary 3 10 3 . 9  
Rockfish, Black 4 8 3.1 
Rockfish, Vermilion 5 7 2 .7  
Rockfish, China 6 6 2.3 
Cabezon 7 6 2 . 3  
Rockfish, Rosy 8 5 1.9  
Rockfish, Yelloweye 9 4 1.5 
Rockfish, Copper 10 3 1 . 2  
Rockfish, Yellowtail 11 3 1 . 2  
Greenling, Kelp 12 2 0.8 
..................................................... 
Total 259 100 
C. CPUE 
Catch per Angler Day = 3.98 Catch per Angler Hour = 1.19 
Table 26. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPCrE for .Area 045 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by F'rivate or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 6 5 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - - 217.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number % by Mean Weight 
by Number Caught Number Wt.(kg)* Caught 
......................................................................... 
Rockfish, Blue 1 157 62.3  0 .58  90.81 
Lingcod 2 41  16 .3  3.50 143.58 
- Rockfish , Canary 3 10 4 .0  0 .71 7 .13 
Rockfish, Black 4 8 3 .2  0 .67 5 .37 
Rockfish, Vermilion 5 7 2 .8  2 .00 13.99 
Q Rockfish, China 6 6 2 . 4  0 .95 5 .70 
Cabezon 7 I 6  2.4 1 . 7 7  10.64 
Rockfish, Rosy 8 5 2 . 0  0 .37 1 . 8 3  
Rockfish, Yelloweye 9 4 1 . 6  0 .39 1.56 
I Rockfish , Copper 10 3 1 . 2  1 .07  3 .21  
Rockfish, Yellowtail 11 3 1 . 2  0 .79 2.37 
Greenling, Kelp 12 2 0 .8  0.64 1.29 
Total 252 100 287.47 
Catch per Angler Day = 3.88 Catch per Angler Hour = 1.16 
1% per Angler Day = 4.42 Kg per Angler Hour = 1.32 
Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
Table 27. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CWE for Area 045 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Private or Rental Boat .Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 6 5 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 217.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name 
] --.-Mean--- ' 
Rank Weight* Number % by No. Wt. * Ln. ** SD 
by Wt. Caught Caught No. Pleas. (kg) (rnm) LN. 
................................................................................... 
Lingcod 1 115.56 33 14 .2  31 3 .50 672 103 
Rockfish, Blue 2 83.87 145 62 .5  93 0 .58  326 58 .ci 
Rockfish, Vermilion 3 13.99 7 3 . 0  7 2 .00 485 99 
Cabezon 4 10.64 6 2.6 6 1 .77 4'73 86 
Rockfish, Canary 5 7 .13 10 4 . 3  10 0 . 7 1  337 100 L 
Rockfish, China 6 5 .70 6 2.6 6 0 .95  366 3 6 
Rockfish, Black 7 5.37 8 3 .4  7 0 .67 353 25 
Rockfish, Copper 8 3.21 3 1 . 3  3 1 .07 383 50 
9 m Rockfish, Yellowtail 2.37 3 1 . 3  3 0.79 365 94 
Rockfish, Rosy 10 1.83 5 2 .2  5 0 .37 28 1 15 . 
Rockfish, Yelloweye 11 1.56 4 1 . 7  . 4 0.39 277 3 1 
Greenling, Kelp 12 1 .29 2 0 .9  2 0.64 356 31 w 
................................................................................... 
Total 252.51 232 100 177 
Catch per Angler Day = 3.57 Catch per .Angler Hour = 1.07 
& per .Angler Day 3.88 Kg per Angler Hour = 1.16 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
* Total length except forespecies with tuna-like caudal fins (see test). 
***  CPC'E is underestimated if all fish taken were not examined (see t e s t ) .  
Table 28. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPLX for Area 045 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by A11 CPFV Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number .bglers Intercepted - 16 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - - 64.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number % by 
by Number Caught Number 
Rockfish, Blue 1 208 92.4 
Rockfish, Canary 2 8 3.6 
Rockfish, Yellowtail 3 6 2.7 
L.ingcod 4 2 0.9 
Rockfish, Yelloweye 5 1 0.4 
..................................................... 
Total 225 100 
Catch per -1er Day = 14.06 Catch per Angler Hour = 3.52 
Table 29. Sampled Effort, Ramked Catch and for Area 045 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by All CPFV Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
4. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 16 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - - 64.0 
4 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number % by ?lean Weight 
by Number Caught Number Wt.(kg)* Caught 
Rockfish, Blue 1 208 92.4 0.66 137.65 
Rockfish, Canary 2 8 3.6 0.43 3.43 
Rockfish, Yellowtail 3 6 2.7 0.75 4.50 
Lingcod 4 2 0 .9  4.33 8.65 
Rockfish, Yelloweye 5 1 0 .4  0.91 0.91 
.......................................................................... 
Total 225 100 155.14 
Catch per Angler Day = 14.06 Catch per Angler Hour = 3.52 
Kg perAnglerDay = 9.70 Kg per Angler Hour = 2.42 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
Table 30. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPCE for Area 045 
in 1985 for Quarter 1,  by ,411 CPFV Anglers Llsing 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 16 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - - 64.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
'---yea---' 
Common name Rank Weight* Number %by No. Wt.* Ln.** SD 
by Wt. Caught Caught No. Meas. (kg) (mm) LN. 
................................................................................... 
Rockfish, Blue 1 137.65 208 92.4 154 0.66 317 44 
Lingcod 2 8.65 2 0.9  2 4.33 735 53 
Rockfish, Yellowtail 3 4.50 6 2.7 6 0 .75 354 93 
Rockfish, Canary 4 3.43 8 3.6 8 0.43 301 5 6 
Rockfish, Yelloweye 5 0.91 1 0.4 1 0.91 368 0 
................................................................................... 
Total 155.14 225 100 171 
Catch per Angler Day = 14.06 Catch per Angler Hour = 3.52 
per Angler Day 9.70 per Angler Hour = 2.42 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
* Total length except for species with tuna-like caudal fins (see te::t). 
*** CPLT is underestimated if all fish taken were not examined (see t , es t ) .  
i gure 3. Length-Frequency Histogram f o r  01 ue Rockf i sh 
Taken by Private or  Rental Boat Qnglers Using Hook-and-Line Gear. 
Rrea 045, Quarter  1, 1985. 
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461- 470 C 
Figure 4. Length-Frequency Histogram for 01 ue R0ck.f ish 
Taken by R11 CPFV Rnglers Using Hook-and-Line Gear. 































Table 31. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 097 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers L'sing 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Xumber Anglers Intercepted - 11 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 35.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Numkr % by 
by Number Caught Number 
..................................................... 
Rockfish, Copper 1 6 37.5 
Lingcod 2 4 25.0 
Rockfish, Brown 3 2 12.5 
Rockfish, Rosy 4 2 12.5 
Rockfish, Gopher 5 1 6.3 
Halibut, California 6 1 6.3 
..................................................... 
Total 16 100 
Catch per Angler Day = 1.45 Catch per .Angler Hour = 0.46 
Table 32. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPLX for Area 097 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 11 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - - 35.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number % by Mean 
by Number Caught Number Wt.(kg)* 
................................................................. 
Rockfish, Copper 1 6 37.5 0.52 
Lingcod 2 4 25.0 1.25 
Rockfish, Brown 3 2 12.5 0.41 
Rockfish, Rosy 4 2 12.5 0.19 
Rockfish, Gopher 5 1 6 . 3  0.68 
Halibut, California 6 1 6.3 6.80 
Weight 
Caught 








Total 16 100 16.75 
Catch per Angler Day = 1.45 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.46 
Kg per Angler Day = 1.52 Kg per Angler Hour 0.48 
% Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
Table 33. Sampled Effort, Flanked Catch and CPLE for Area 097 
in 1985 for Quarter 1 ,  by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Evamined by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 11 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 35.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank 
by Wt. 
.................................. 
Halibut, California 1 
Lingcod 2 
Rockfish, Copper 3 
Roclcf i sh , Broh-n 4 
Rockfish, Gopher 5 
Rockfish, Rosy 6 
Weight* 
Caught 







Number % by 
Caught No. 




1 6 . 3  
2 12.5 
' ---IYem--- 1 
No. Wt.* Ln.** 
Yeas. (kg) (mrn) 
..................... 
1 6.80 862 
4 1 .25  481 
6 0.52 301 
2 0 . 4 1  282 
1 0 .68  350 
2 0.19 224 
Total 16.75 16 100 16 
Catch per Angler Day = 1.45 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.46 
Kg per Angler Day 1.52 Kg per Angler Hour = 0.48 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
** Total length except for species with tuna-like caudal fins (see test). 
*** CPLZ is underestimated if all fish taken were not examined (see test). 
Table 34. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and C P L !  for Area 097 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by All CPFC' Anglers Csing 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 3 9 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - - 140.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number %by 
by Number Caught Number 
..................................................... 
.Rockfish, Blue 1 249 55.3 
Rockfish, Yellowtail 2 133 29.6 
Rockfish, Black 3 13 2.9 
Rockfish, Brown 4 8 1.8 
Rockfish, Canary 5 7 1.6 
Chilipepper 6 6 1.3 
Rockfish, Speckled 7 6 1.3 
Rockfish, Starry 8 5 1.1 
Bocacc i o 9 4 0.9 
Rockfish, Olive 10 4 0.9 
Rockfish, China 11 3 0.7 
Rockfish, Greenspotted 12 3 0.7 
Lingcod 13 3 0.7 
Rockfish, Vermilion 14 2 0.4 
Rockfish, Quillback 15 1 0.2 
Rockfish, Rosy 16 1 0.2 
Rockfish , Yelloweye 17 1 0.2 
Yackerel, Pacific (Chub) 18 1 0.2 
..................................................... 
Total 450 100 
Catch per Angler Day = 11.54 Catch per Angler Hour = 3.21 
Table 35. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPCTE for .Area 097 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by All CPFV Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 3 9 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 140.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number % by Mean 
by Number Caught Number Wt.(kg)* 
......................................... 
Rockfish, Blue 1 
Rockfish, Yellowtail 2 
Rockfish, Black 3 
Rockfish, Brown 4 
Rockfish , Canary 5 
Chilipepper 6 
Rockfish, Speckled 7 
Rockfish, Starry 8 
Bocacc i o 9 
Rockfish , Olive 10 
Rockfish, China 11 
Rockfish, Greenspotted' 12 
Lingcod 13 
Rockfish, Vermilion 14 
Rockfish , Quillback 15 
Rockfish, Rosy 16 
Rockfish , Yelloweye 17 
?Tackerel, Pzcific (Chub) 18 
Weight 
Caught 
Total 450 100 378.54 
Catch per Angler Day = 11.54 Catch per Angler Hour = 3.2 1 
@ per Angler Day = 9.71 Kg per Angler Hour = 2.70 
t Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if avai L:ibli.. 
Table 36. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CFCrE for Area 097 
in 1985 for Quarter 1 ,  by All CPFV Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number .Anglers Intercepted - 39 
Total Hours Effort for Arglers Intercepted - - 140.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name 
l---+a---l 
Rank Weight* Number %by No. Wt.* Ln.** SD 
by Wt. Caught Caught No. Yeas. (kg) (mm) LN. 
................................................................................... 
Rockfish, Blue 1 155.11 219 55.3 197 0.62 340 41 
Rockfish, Yellowtail 2 134.86 133 29.6 129 1 .01  409 42 
Rockfish , Black 3 14.70 13 2 .9  13 1 .13  420 40 
Lingcod 4 12.37 3 0.7 3 1 .12  708 138 
Rockfish, Canary 5 11.15 7 1 .6  7 1 .59  457 103 
Bocaccio 6 11.09 4 0 .9  4 2.77 635 42 
Rockfish, Brown 7 6.82 8 1 .8  8 0 .85 362 3 1 
Rockfish, Vermilion 8 6.77 2 0 .4  2 3.39 599 30 
Chilipepper 9 6.02 6 1 .3  7 1 .00  130 30 
Rockfish, Speckled 10 . 5.07. 6 1 . 3  6 0 .85 383 4 8 
Rockfish,. Starry 11 3.83 5 1 . 1  5 0.77 356 25 
Roclrf ish, Olive 12 2.64 4 0 .9  4 0.66 358 7 6 
Rockfish, Yelloweye 13 2.59 1 0 .2  1 2.59 518 0 
Rockfish, Greenspotted 14 2.12 . 3 0 .7  3 0 .71  353 9 
Rockfish, China 15 1.86 3 0 .7  3 0 .62 322 19 
Roclrf ish, Quil Lback 16 0.84 1 0 .2  1 0 .84 338 0 
Yaokerel, Pacific (Chub) 17 0.55 1 0 .2  1 0 .55  243  0 
Rockfish, Rosy 18 0.16 1 0 .2  1 0.16 214 0 
................................................................................... 
Total 378.54 450 100 395 
Catch per .Angler Day = 11.54 Catch per Angler Hour = 3.21 
K g  perAnglerDay = 9.71 Kg per Angler Hour 2.70 
* Welght estimated from Length-to-weight regression if ax-allable. 
* j :  T o t a l  length except for species with t,tma-lllre caudal fins ( see t t3st ) . 
* * a  CPLE is underestimated if all flsh taken were not examined (see te- ; t ) .  
Figure 5. Length-Frequency Histogram for  Blue Rockfish 
Taken by R11 CPFV anglers Using Hook-and-Line Gear. 
Rrea 097, Quarter 1, 1985. 
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Figure 6. Length-Frequency Histogram for Yellowtail Rockfish 
Taken by R11 CPFV Rnglers Using Hook-and-Line Gear. 























Table 37. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 3 (Ocean) 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Jetty or Breakwater Anglers Csing 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - - 11 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - - 76.5 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number % by 
by Number Caught Number 
..................................................... 
Rockfish , Kelp 1 2 33.3 
Lingcod 2 2 33.3 
Rockfishes (general) 3 1 16.7 
Rockfish, Brown 4 1 16.7 
..................................................... 
Total 6 100 
Catch per Angler Day = 0.55 . Catch per Angler Hour = 0.08 
Table 38. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and WL'E for .Area 3 (Ocean) 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Jetty or Breakwater .Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number .Anglers Intercepted - 11 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 76.5 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number % by Mean Weight 
by Number Caught Number Wt.(kg)* Caught 
Rockfish, Kelp 1 2 40.0 0.52 1.04 
Rockfishes (general) 2 1 20.0 0.15 0.15 
Rockfish, Brown 3 1 20.0 0.20 0.20 
L i n g c o d  4 1 20.0 3.78 3.78 
......................................................................... 
Total 5 100 5 .17  
Catch per Angler Day = 0.45 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.07 
Kg per Angler' Day =' 0.47 Kg per Angler Hour = 0.07 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
Table 39. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPI,'E for Area 3 (Ocean) 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Jetty or Breakwater Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 11 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 76.5  
R. Ranked Catch 
1 , ---y I em---] 
Common name Rank Weight* Number % by No. Wt . f Ln. **  SD 
by Wt. Caught Caught No. Meas. (kg) (rnrn) LN . 
................................................................................... 
Lingcod 1 3.78 1 20.0 1 3.78 704 0 
Rockfish, Kelp 2 . 1.04 2 40.0 2 0 .52 313 100 
Rockfish, Brown 3 0.20 1 20.0  1 0 .20  221 0 
Rockfishes (general) 4 0 .15 1 20.0 1 0.15 230 0 
.................................................................................... 
Total 5.17 5 100 5 
Catch per Angler Day = 0 .45  Catch per Angler Hour = 0.07 
Kg per Angler Day = 0.47 Kg perAnglerHour = 0.07 
, %  Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
* Total length except for species with tuna-like caudal fins (see t e s t ) .  
*** CPCT is underestimated if all fish taken were not examined (see t e s t ) .  
Table 40. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPLJ for Area 3 (Ocean) 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 17 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 58.5 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number % by 
by Number Caught Number 
..................................................... 
Cabezon 1 3 23.1 
Seaperch, Striped 2 3 23.1 
Lingcod 3 2 15.4 
Jacksmel t 4 1 7 . 7  
Rockfishes (unidentified) 5 1 7 . 7  
Rockfish, Blue 6 1 7 . 7  
Greenlings (general) 7 1 7 . 7  
Surfperches 8 1 7 . 7  
..................................................... 
Total 13 100 
Catch per Angler Day = 0 .76  Catch per Angler Hour = 0.22 
Table 31. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPW for Area 3 (Ocean) 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Beach or Bank Anglers Csing 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 1'7 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - - 58.5 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number % by Mean Weight 
by Number Caught Number Wt.(kg)* Caught 
......................................................................... 
Cabezon 1 3 23 .1  0 .05 0 .16 
Seaperch, Striped 2 3 23 .1  0.12 0.37 
Lingcod 3 2 15.4  0.05 0.10 
Jacksmelt 4 1 1 . 1  0 .03  0 .03  n r) 
Rockfishes (unidentified) 5 1 7.7 0 .03  0 .03 
Rockfish, Blue 6 1 7.7  0 .01  0 .01  
Greenlings (general) 7 1 7 .7  0.20 0.20 
Surfperches 8 1 7.7 0.32** 0.32 
......................................................................... 
Total 13 100 1.22 
Catch per 'Angler Day = 0.76 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.22 
1 per Angler Day = 0.07 K g  per Angler Hour = 0.02 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
* Mean weight for this group was not calculated or was estimated from other 
sources (see text). 
Table 32. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPW for Area 3 (Ocean) 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number .Anglers Intercepted - - 17 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - - 58.5 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name 
'---Mem---' 
Rank Weight* Number %by No. Wt.* Ln.** SD 
by Wt . Caught Caught No. Meas. (kg) ( rnm) LN. 
................................................................................... 
Seaperch, Striped 1 0.37 3 23.1 3 0.12 191 4 0 
Greenlings (general) 2 0.20 1 7 .7  1 0.20 238 0 
Cabezon 3 0.16 3 23.1 3 0.05 132 28 
Lingcod 4 0.10 2 15.4 2 0.05 162 0 
Jacksmel t 5 0.03 1 7.7 1 0.03 174 0 
Rockfishes (unidentified) 6 0.03 1 7.7  1 0.03 135 0 
Rockfish, Blue 7 0.01 1 7.7 1 0.01 9 6 0 
Surfperches 8 0.00 1 7.7 1 0.00 158 0 
................................................................................... 
Total 0.90 13 100 13 
Catch per-ingler Day = 0.76 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.22 
per Angler Day = 0.05 Kg per Angler Hour 0.02 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
**  Total length except for species with tuna-like caudal fins (see test). 
***  CPUE is underestimated if all fish taken were not examined (see test). 
Table 33. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 3 {Ocean) 
i n  1985 for Quarter 1, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 10 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 66.0  
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number %by 
by Number Caught Number 
..................................................... 
Rockfish, Blue 1 22 56.4 
Rockfishes (general) 2 10 25.6 
Rockfish, Canary 3 3 7.7 
Rockfish, Brown 4 2 5.1 
Rockfish, Yellowtail 5 1 2.6 
Flounder, Starry 6 1 2 .6  
..................................................... 
Total 39 100 
C. CPLB 
Catch per Angler Day = 3.90 Catch' per Angler Hour = 0.59 
Table 44. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPLZ for Area 3 (Ocean) 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 10 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 66.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number % by Yean Weight 
by Number Caught Number Wt.(kg)* Caught 
......................................................................... 
Rockfish, Blue 1 22 75.9 0.29 6 .28 
Rockfish, Canary 2 3 10.3 0 .15  0.44 
Rockfish, Brown 3 .  2 6 .9  0.22 0.44 
Rockfish, Yellowtail . 4 1 3.4 0 .14  0.14 
Flounder, Starry 5 1 3 .4  0 .44  0.34 
Total 29 100 7 . 7 1  
Catch per Angler Day = 2.90 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.44 
per Angler Day = 0.77 Kg per Angler Hour = 0.12 
t Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
Table 45. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPLT for Area 3 (Ocean) 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers C'sirg 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 10 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 66.0  
B. Ranked Catch U 
Common name 
'---Mean---' 
Rank Weight* Number %by No. Wt.* Ln.*% SD ss 
by Wt. Caught Caught No. Meas. (kg) (rnrn) LN. 
................................................................................... 
Rockfish, Blue 1 6 .28  22 75.9 17 0 .29 258 44 
2 2 0.22 228 21 01 Rockfish, Brown 0.44 2 6 . 9  
Rockfish, Canary 3 0.44 3 10 .3  3 0 .15  218 7 
Flounder, Starry 4 0.44 1 3 . 4  1 0.44 335 0 
Rockfish, Yellowtail 5 0.14 1 3.4 1 0.14 217 0 IS 
................................................................................... 
Total 7.74 29 100 23 
Catch per Angler Day = 2.90 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.44 
Kg per Angler Day 0.77 per Angler Hour = 0.12 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
* Total length except for species with tuna-like caudal fins (see text). 
*** CITE is underestimated if all fish taken were not esamined (see text). 
Table -26. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPLE for Area 3 (Ocean) 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by All CPFV .Wlers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 2 1 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 114.5  
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number %by 

















Total 260 100 
C. CPCT 
Catch per Angler Day = 12.38 Catch per Angler Hour = 2.27 
Table 47. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 3 (Ocean) 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by All CPFV Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 2 1 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 114.5 
B. Ranked Catch 
Comon name Rank Number % by Mean Weight 
by Number Caught Number Wt.(kg)* Caught 
Rockfish, Blue 1 79 37.6 0.39 30.57 
Rockfish, Yellowtail 2 42 20.0  0 .45  18.78 
Rockfish, Olive 3 20 9 . 5  0.35 6 .90 
Rockfish, Black 4 18 8 .6  1.32 23.73 
Rockfish, Vermilion 5 15 7 . 1  0 .36 5.45 
Rockfish, Canary 6 14 6 . 7  0 .19 2.67 
Bocaccio 7 8 3 .8  1.55 12.38 
Chilipepper 8 6 2 .9  0.90 5.37 
Rockfish , Copper 9 2 1 .0  0.79 1 .57  
Rockfish, Rosy 10 2 1 . 0  0.27 0 . 5 4  
Rockfish, Brown 11 1 0 . 5  0.28 0 .28 
Rockfish, Starry 12 1 0 .5  0 .93  0 .93  
Greenling, Kelp 1 3  1 0 . 5  0.27 0 .27  
Flounders, Righteye 14 1 0 . 5  0.27 0 .27 
......................................................................... 
Total 210 100 109.71 
Catch per Angler Day = 10.00 Catch ~r Angler Hour = 1.83 
per Angler Day = 5.22 Kg per Angler Hour = 0.96 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
Table 48. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 3 (Ocean) 
II in 1985 for Quarter 1, by A11 CPFV Anglers Lsing 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
U 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 2 1 a 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 114.5 
* B. Ranked Catch 
I yem--- ' 
- Common name Rank Weight* Number % by No. Wt . * Ln. * *  SD 
by Wt. Caught Caught No. Meas. (kg) (rnm) LN. 
................................................................................... 
Rockfish, Blue 1 30.57 79 37.6 74 0 .39 284 55 
Rockfish, Black 2 23.73 18 8.6 18 1.32 438 62 
Rockfish, Yellowtail 3 18.78 42 20.0 46 0 .15 311 39 
Bocaccio 4 12.38 8 3 . 8  8 1 .55  508 107 
Rockfish, Olive 5 6.90 20 9 . 5  20 0 .35 296 3 1  
Rockfish, Vermilion 6 5.35 15 7 . 1  15 0 .36 270 52 
Chilipepper 7 5.37 6 2 .9  6 0.90 414 35 
Rockfish, Canary 8 2.67 14 6 .7  14 0 .19 236 1 7  
Rockfish, Copper 9 1.57 2 1 . 0  2 0 .79 3 4 9  27 
Rockfish, Starry 10 0.93 1 0 . 5  1 0.93 380 0 
Rockfish, Rosy 11 0.54 2 1 . 0  2 0.27 255 14 
Rockfish, Brown 12 0.28 1 0.5 1 0.28 250 0 
Greenling, Kelp 13 0.27 1 0 .5  1 0.27 267 0 
Flounders, Righteye 14 0.27 1 0 . 5  1 0.27 283 0 
................................................................................... 
Total 109.71 210 100 209 
Catch per Angler Day = 10.00 Catch per Angler Hour = 1.83 
.I Kg per Angler Day = 5.22 Kg per Angler Hour = 0 .96  
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
I 
** Total length except for species with tuna-like caudal fins (see test). 
% * %  CPCIE is underestimated if all fish taken were not examined (see test). 
FIRER 3 
Figure 7. Length-Frequency Histogram f o r  Blue Rockfish 
Taken by R11 CPFV Rnglers Using Hook-and-Line Gear. 
Rrea 3 (Ocean 1, Quarter 1, 1985. 
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Figure 8. Length-Frequency Histogram for  Yellowtail Rockfish 
Taken by R11 CPFV Rnglers Using Hook-and-Line Gear. 
Rrea 3 (Ocean), Quarter 1, 1985. 
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Table 38. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPLE for Area 3 (Bay) 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Pier or Dock Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - - 122 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 402.5 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number % by 
by Number Caught Number 










Total 41 100 
C. CPC'E 
Catch per Angler Day = 0.34 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.10 
Table 49. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CR!E for .Area 3 (Bay) 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Pier or Dock Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 122 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 402.5 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number % by Mean Weight 
by Number Caught Number Wt.(kg)* Caught 
......................................................................... 
Surfperch, Silver 1 7 50.0 0.51 3.54 
Bass, Striped 2 2 14.3 1.68 3.35 
Perch, Black 3 2 14.3 0.49 0.98 
Perch, Pile 4 2 14.3 0.46 0.92 
Seaperch, White 5 1 7 .1  0.21 0.21 
Total 14 100 9.00 
Catch per Angler Day = ' 0.11 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.03 
Kg per Angler Day = 0.07 perAnglerHour = 0.02 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
Table 50. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPL'E for .Area 3 (Baj-) 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Pier or Dock hglers Lsing 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 122 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 402.5 
B. Ranked Catch 
;---Mean---' 
Comon name Rank Weight* Number %by No. Wt.* Ln.** SD 
byWt. Caught Caught No. Meas. (kg) (m) LN. 
_P______--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Surfperch, Silver 1 3.54 7 50.0 7 0.51 305 30 
Bass, Striped 2 3.35 2 14.3 2 1.68 644 149 
Perch, Black 3 0.98 2 14.3 2 0.49 312 6 
Perch, Pile 4 0.92 2 14.3 2 0.46 303 22 
Seaperch, White 5 0.21 1 7 . 1  1 0.21 258 0 
................................................................................... 
Total 9.00 14 100 14 
Catch per a.ler Day = 0.11 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.03 
I ig  per Angler Day = 0.07 Kg per.4nglerHour = 0.02 
1: ' Weight estimated from length-to-weight repression if alrailable. 
* 1 :  Total length except for species with tuna-like caudal fins (see test). 
* a *  C ' P U E  is underestimated if all fish taken were not examined (see test). 
Table 51. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPL'E for Area 3 (Bay) 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Jetty or Breakwater Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 9 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 26.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number % by 
by Number Caught Number 
..................................................... 
..................................................... 
Total 0 0 
Catch per Angler Day = 0.00 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.00 
Table 52. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPLiE for Area 3 (Bay) 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Jetty or Breakwater .hglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number -4nglers Intercepted - 9 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 26.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number % by Mean Weight 
by Number Caught Number Wt.(kg)* Caught 
......................................................................... 
......................................................................... 
Total 0 0 0.00 
Catch per Angler Day = 0.00 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.00 
Kg per Angler Day = 0.00 Kg per Angler Hour = 0 -00 
Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
Table 53. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPCrE for Area 3 (Bay) 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Jetty or Breakwater Anglers Using 
lr Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 9 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 26.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name 
]---Mean---' 
Rank Weight* Number % by No. Wt . * Ln. **  SD 
by Wt. Caught Caught No. Meas. (kg) (mm) LN. 
................................................................................... 
Total 0.00 0 0 0 
Catch per Angler Day = 0.00 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.00 
I@ per Angler Day = 0.00 Kg per Angler Hour = 0.00 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
** Total length except for species with tuna-like caudal fins (see test). 
*** CPUE is underestimated if all fish taken were not examined (see text). 
Table 54. Sampled E f f o r t ,  Ranked Catch and CPUE f o r  Area 3 (Bay) 
i n  1985 f o r  Quarter  1, by Beach o r  Bank .Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line G e a r .  Catch Represents A l l  Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A.  Sampled Ef fo r t  
N u m b e r  .%lers Intercepted - 44 
Total  Hours Ef fo r t  f o r  Anglers Intercepted - 170.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank N w n b e r  % b y  
by Number Caught N u m b e r  
..................................................... 
Sculpin, Pac i f i c  Staghorn 1 12 70.6 
Shark, Leopard 2 2 11.8 
Rockfish, Brown 3 2 11.8 
Perch, P i l e  4 1 5.9 
..................................................... 
Total  17 100 
C a t c h p e r h g l e r D a y  = 0.39 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.10 
Table 55. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPt'E for Area 3 (Bay) 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 44 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 170.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number % by Mean Weight 
by Number Caught Number Wt.(kg)* Caught 
......................................................................... 
Rockfish, Brown 1 2 66.7 0.05 0.09 
Perch, Pile 2 1 33.3 0.62 0.62 
--------------------------------------.----------------------------------- 
Total 3 100 0.71 
Catch per Angler Day = 0.07 Catch per .Angler Hour = 0.02 
Kg per Angler Day = 0.02 Kg per Angler Hour = 0.00 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
Table 56. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPLT for .kea 3 (Bay) 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Beach or Bank .%n,glers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 44 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 170.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
'---Mean---' 
Common name Rank Weight* Number % by No. Wt,. * Ln. **  SD 
by Wt. Caught Caught No. Meas. ( k g )  (mm) LN. 
................................................................................... 
Perch, Pile 1 0.62 1 33.3 1 0.62 335 0 
Rockfish, Brown 2 0.09 2 66.7 2 0.05 134 8 
................................................................................... 
Total 0.71 3 100 9 
Catch per Angler Day = 0.07 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.02 
IQ per Angler Day = 0.02 Kg per Angler Hour 0.00 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
% %  Total length except for species with tuna-like caudal fins (see text). 
% * *  CPLT is underestimated if all fish taken were not examined (see test). 
Table 57. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPC'E for Area 3 (Ba:;) 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 209 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted = 1209.5 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number % by 
by Number Caught Number 





















Total 308 100 
C. CPLT 
Catch per Angler Day = 1 . 4 7  Catch per 4 n g l ~ r  Hol~r 0.25 
Table 58. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and WCE for Area 3 (Bay) 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Csing 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A .  Sampled Effort 
Xumber Anglers Intercepted - 209 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 1209.5 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number % by Yean Weight 
by Number Caught Number Wt.(kg)X Caught 
......................................................................... 
Shark, Leopard 1 16 23.5 1.96 31.41 
Perch, Pile 2 12 17.6 0.78 9.30 
Rockfish , Brown 3 9 13.2 0.23 2.06 
Sturgeon, White 3 8 11.8 13.90 111.16 
Sculpin, Pacific Staghorn 5 7 10.3 0.07 0.48 
Croaker, White 6 7 10.3 0.40 2.81 
Flounder, Starry rn I 3 4 . 4  0.59 1.76 
Surfperch, Silver 8 2 2.9 0.34 0.68 
Skate, California 9 1 1 .5  3.77 3.77 
Sturgeon, Green 10 1 1.5 12. '74 12.74 
Bass, Striped 11 1 1 .5  1.96 1.96 
Surfperch, Barred 12 1 1 . 5  0.67 0.67 
......................................................................... 
Total 68 100 178.80 
Catch per Angler Day = 0.33 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.06 
I per Angler Day = 0.86 Kg per Angler Hour 0.15 
f Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
Table 59.  Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPLE for .Area 3 (Bay) 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Private or Rental Boat .Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Kumber Anglers Intercepted - - 209 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 1209.5 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name 
'---Nea---' 
Rank Weight* Number % b y  So. Wt.* Ln.** SD 
by Wt. Caught Caught No. Yeas. (kg) (mm) LTJ. 
................................................................................... 
Sturgeon, White 1 111.16 8 1 2 . 1  8 13.90 1283 117 
Shark, Leopard 2 31.41 16 24.2 16 1 .96  569 103 
Sturgeon, Green 3 12.74 1 1 . 5  1 1 2 . 4  1260 0 
Perch, Pile 4 9.30 12 18 .2  12 0 .78 355 44 
Skate, California 5 3.77 1 1 . 5  1 3.77 7 48 0 
Croaker, White 6 2 .81 7 10.6  7 0 .40  325 3 1 
Rockfish, Brown 7 2.06 9 13.6 9 0 .22 L I L ~  -16 C )  '> 
Bass, Striped 8 1 .96  1 1 . 5  1 1 .96 597 0 
Flounder, Starry 9 1.76 3 4 . 5  3 0 .59  359 5 5 
Surfperch, Silver 10 0 .68 2 3 .0  2 0.34 273  3 
Surfperch, Barred 11 0.67 1 1 .5  1 0.67 226 0 
Sculpin, Pacific Staghorn 12 0.34 5 7.6  5 0 .07 187 12 
................................................................................... 
Total 178.66 66 100 66 
Catchper.aglerDay = 0.32 Catch per Hour = 0.05 
1 per Angler Day = 0.85 K g  per Angler Hour = 0.15 
* weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if av-ailnble. 
t* Total length escept for species with tuna-like caudal fins (see test). 
***  CPLTE is underestimated if all fish taken were not examined (see text,). 
Table 60. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPLT for Area :3 (Bay) 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by All CPFV .Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 54 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - - 349.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number %by 
by Number Caught Number 
..................................................... 
Sculpin, Pacific Staghorn 1 29 65.9 
Smoothhound, Gray 2 3 6.8 
Croaker, White 3 3 6.8 
Sturgeon, White 4 2 4.5 
Shark, Sevengill 5 1 2.3 
Shark, Leopard 6 1 2.3 
Stingrays 7 1 2.3 
Eagle Rays 8 1 2.3 
Sturgeons (unidentified) 9 1 2.3 
Flounders, Lefteye 10 1 2.3 
Flounder, Starry 11 1 2.3 
..................................................... 
Total 44 100 
C. C R E  
(latch per Angler Day = 0.81 Catch per .bgler Hour = 0.13 
Table 61. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for .Area 3 (Bay 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by All CPFC' .&*lers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number .Anglers Intercepted - 54 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 349.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number % by Mean Weight 
by Number Caught Number Wt.(kg)* Caught 
......................................................................... 
Smoothhound, Gray 1 3 50.0 5.54 16.62 
Sturgeon, White 2 2 33.3 12.63 25.25 
Flounders, Lefteye 3 1 16.7 0 .  OOX*  0.00 
......................................................................... 
Total 6 100 41.87 
Catch per .Angler Day = 0.11 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.02 
1 per Angler Day = 0.78 Kg per Angler Hour = 0.12 
Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
** Yean weight for this group was not calculated or was estimated from other 
sources (see text). 
Table 62. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPW for -Area 3 ( B a y )  
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by AL1 LTW .Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 54 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 339.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
l---Yem---l 
Common name Rank Weight* Number %by No. Wt.* Ln.** SD 
by Wt. Caught Caught No. Yeas. (kg) (rnm) LV . 
................................................................................... 
Sturgeon, White 1 25.25 2 33.3 2 12.63 1252 100 
Smoothhound, Gray 2 16.62 3 50.0 3 5.53 839 55 
Flounders, Lefteye 3 0.00 1 16.7 1 0.00 451  0 
................................................................................... 
Total 41 -87 6 100 6 
Catch per Angler Day = 0.11 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.02 
Kg per Angler Day = 0.78 Kg per Angler Huur = 0.12 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
* Total length except for species with tuna-like caudal ftns (see test). 
***  CPL% is underestimated if all fish taken were not examined (see test). 
Table 63. Sampled Effort, Ranlced Catch and CPUE for Area 4 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Pier or Dock .Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - - 65 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - - 21'7.5 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number %by 
by Number Caught Number 
Surfperch, Walleye 1 
Surfperches 2 
Seaperch, White 3 
Jacksmel t 3 
Surfperch, Barred 5 
Rockfish , Brown 6 
Senorita 7 
Sharks 8 
Rockfish, Kelp 9 
Sculpin, Pacific Staghorn 10 
Cabezon 11 
Croaker, White 12 
Perch, Black 13 
Surfperch, Silver 14 
Perch, Pile 15 





Catch per Angler Day = 3.38 Catch per Angler Hour = 1.01 
Table 63. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPLE for Area 1 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Pier or Dock Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 6 5 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 217.5 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number % by Mean Weight 
by Number Caught Number Wt.(kg)* Caught 
......................................................................... 
Surfperch, Walleye 1 33 37.1 0.09 3.05 
Seaperch, White 2 16 18.0 0.16 2.63 
Jacksmelt 3 15 16.9 0.01 0.12 
Surfperch, Barred 4 12 13.5 0.14 1.68 
Rockfish, Brown 5 3 3 . 4  0.14 0.42 
Surfperches 6 3 3.4 O.l4** 0.12 
Rockfish, Kelp 7 1 1 .1  0 .11 0.11 
Sculpin, Pacific Staghorn 8 1 1.1 0.02** 0.02 
Croaker, White 9 1 1.1 0.14%* 0.14 
Perch, Black 10 1 1.1 0.28 0 .28 
Surfperch, Silver 11 1 1.1 0.16 0.16 
Perch, Pile 12 1 1.1 0.35 0 .35 
Surfperch, Calico 13 1 1.1 0.24 . 0.24 
Total 89 100 9.62 
Catch per Angler Day 1.37 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.41 
I per Angler Day = 0.15 Kg per Angler Hour = 0.04 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
* Yean weight for this group was not calculated or was estimated from other 
sources (see text) . 
Table 65.  Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and WLJE for Area 4 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Pier or Dock .h.glers Csing 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
I 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 6 5 
0 Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 217.5 
a B. Ranked Catch 
Common name 
'---Mean---' 
Rank Weight* Number %by No. Wt.* Ln.** SD 
by Wt. Caught Caught No. Yeas. (kg) (nun) LIU . 
................................................................................... 
Seaperch, White 1 2 . 6 3  16 28.1  16 0 .16  236 24 
I .  Surfperch, Walleye 2 2.04 22 38.6 12 0 .09 182 13 
Rockfish, Brown 3 0 .42  3 5 . 3  3 0.14 197 11 
Perch, Pile 4 0 .35 1 1 . 8  1 0.35 280 0 
.I. Perch, Black 5 0 .28  1 1 . 8  1 0 .28  251 0 
Surfperch, Barred 6 0.28 2 3 .5  2 0.14 19'7 8 
Surfperch, Calico 7 0 .24 1 1 . 8  1 0 .23  246 0 
Surfperch, Silver 8 0.16 1 1 . 8  1 0.16 215 0 
m Fiockfish, Kelp 9 0.11 1 1 . 8  1 0 . 1 1  188 0 
Jacksmel t 10 0 .07 9 15.8  9 0 .01  112 14 
................................................................................... 
Total 6 .58  57 100 4 7 
CatchperAnglerDay = 0 .88  Catch per Angler Hour = 0.26 
Iig per Angler Day = 0 .10  Kg per Angler Hour = 0.03 
% Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if a\-ailable. 
* %  Total length escept for species with tuna-like caudal fins (see test). 
% * *  CPLX is underestimated if all fish taken tiere not esamined (see test). 
Table 66. Sampled E f f o r t ,  Ranked Catch and CPLT f o r  .Qea -1 
i n  1985 f o r  Quarter 1, by J e t t y  o r  B r e a h x t e r  Anglers U s i n g  
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents A l l  Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A .  Sampled Ef fo r t  
Xmber Anglers Intercepted - - 7 
Total  Hours Ef fo r t  f o r  Anglers Intercepted - - 13.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number % b y  
by N u m b e r  Caught Number 
___-_______________------------------------_--------- 
Surfperch, Walleye 1 2 50.0 
Surfperches 2 1 25.0 
Surfperch, Barred 3 1 25.0 
___-_______________------_--------------------_------ 
Total  4 100 
Catch per Angler Day = 0.57 Catch per  Angler Hour = 0.31 
Table 67. Sampled Effort, W e d  Catch and CPLX for Area 4 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Jetty or Breakwater Anglers Csing 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - - I 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 13.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number % by Yean Weight 
by Number Caught Number Wt.(kg)* Caught 
......................................................................... 
Surfperch, Walleye 1 2 66.7 0.18 0.35 
Surfperch, Barred 2 1 33.3 0.15** 0.15 
......................................................................... 
Total 3 100 0.50 
Catch per .Angler Day = 0.43 Catch per :Angler How = 0 . 2 3  
I& per Angler Day = 0.07 I i g  per Angler Hour = 0.03 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression .if a\-ailable. 
* X  Mean weight for this group was not calculated or was estimated from other 
sources (see test). 
Table 68. Sampled E f f o r t ,  Ranlced Catch and CPLE f o r  .Area 4 
i n  1985 f o r  Quarter 1, by J e t t y  o r  Breakrater .Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the  Fish 
Examined by the  Sampler. 
A .  Sampled Ef fo r t  
Yumber .Anglers Intercepted - 7 
Total  Hours Ef fo r t  f o r  Anglers Intercepted - - 13.0 
B ,  Ranked Catch 
'---yea---' 
Common name Rank Weight* N u m b e r  % by No. W t  . t Ln. t* SD 
by W t  . Caught Caught No. Meas. ( kg) (mrn)  LN. 
................................................................................... 
Surfperch, Walleye 1 0.35 2 96100.0 2 0.18 218 17 
................................................................................... 
U& 
Total  0.35 2 100 2 
Catch per Angler Day = 0.29 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.15 
Iig P e r h g l e r D a y  = 0.05 Kg PerAnglerHour  = 0.03 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression i f  ava i l ab le .  
**  Total length except f o r  species  with tuna-like caudal f i n s  (see t e x t ) .  
t t *  CPLE is underestimated i f  a l l  f i s h  taken w e r e  not  examined (see t e s t ) ,  
Table 69. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CR'E for Area 1 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 7, - 13 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 208.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number %by 
by Number Caught Number 
..................................................... 
Surfperch, Barred 1 82 75.9 
Surfperches 2 12 11.1 
Surfperch, Silver 3 9 8.3 
Surfperch, Calico 4 2 1.9 
Sharks 5 1 0.9 
Surfperch, Walleye 6 1 0.9 
Perch, Pile 7 1 0.9 
----------------------------------------------------- 
Total 108 100 
Catch per Angler Day 1.44 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.52 
Table 70. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPLE for .kea 4 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Beach or Bank Anglers C'sing 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or .Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - '7 5 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 208.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number % by Yean Weight 
by Number Caught Number Wt.(kg)* Caught 
......................................................................... 
Surfperch, Barred 1 73 84.9 0.24 17.83 
Surfperch, Silver 2 9 10.5 0.12 1.09 
Surfperch, Calico 3 2 2.3 0.18 0.36 
Surfperch, Walleye 4 1 1 .2  0.13 0.13 
Perch, Pile 5 1 1 . 2  0 .84 0.84 
......................................................................... 
Total 86 100 20.25 
1 .15 Catch per Angler Day = Catch per Angler Hour = 0.41 
I(g per Angler Day = 0.27 K g  fer Angler Hour = 0.10 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
Table 71 .  Sampled E f f o r t ,  Ranlwd Catch and CPLT f o r  Area 4 
i n  1985 f o r  Quarter 1, by Beach o r  Fhmk .Anglers Csing 
Hook-and-Line G e a r .  Catch Represents Only the  Fish 
Examined by t h e  Sampler. 
A. Sampled E f f o r t  
Number .Anglers In tercepted  - 7 5 
Total  Hours E f f o r t  f o r  Anglers Intercepted - 208.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name 
' -.--Mean--- ' 
Rank Weight* N u m b e r  % by No. W t  . * Ln. * *  SD 
by W t .  Caught Caught No. Meas. (kg )  (mm) L'; . 
................................................................................... 
Surfperch, Barred 1 17.83 73 84.9 67 0 .24  228 40  
Surfperch, S i l v e r  2 1.09 9 10.5 9 0 .12 197 11 
Perch, P i l e  3 0.84 1 1 .2  1 0 .84  370 0 
Surfperch, Calico 4 0.36 2 2 . 3  2 0 .18  222 25 
Surfperch, Walleye 5 0 .13  1 1 . 2  1 0 . 1 3  200 0 
................................................................................... 
Total  20.25 86 100 80 
Catch per Angler Day 1 .15  Catch per  Angler Hour = 0 . 4 1  
1 per Angler Day = 0.27 per  Angler Hour = 0 .10  
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression i f  ava i l ab le .  
%t Total  length except f o r  species with tuna-lilie caudal f i n s  i'<ee teY:t : .  
Stt CPLE is wderes t imated  i f  a l l  f i s h  taken were not emmined (see test). 
Table 72. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPLE for Area 4 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Private or Rental Boat .Anglers Csing 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents A11 Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
'4. Sampled Effort 
Sumber Anglers Intercepted - 80 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 335.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number % by 
by Number Caught Number 
..................................................... 
Rockfish, Blue 1 118 20.9 
Rockfishes (unidentified) 2 104 18.4 
Rockfish, Brown 3 84 13.9 
Croaker, White 4 58 10.3 
Rockfish, Gopher 5 43 7.6 
Rockfish, Black 6 30 5.3 
Rockfish, Yellowtail rn I 24 4 . 2  
Rockfish, Canary 8 19 3.4 
Rockfish, Copper 9 11 1.9 
Rockfish, Black-and-yellow 10 11 1.9 
Sanddab, Pacific 11 10 1.8 
Flackerel, Pacific (Chub) 12 9 1.6 
Rockfish, Kelp 13 8 1.4 
Rockfish, Vermilion 14 I 1.2 m 
Rockfish, Olive 15 7 1.2 
Rockfish, Rosy 16 5 0.9 
Lingcod 17 5 0.9 
Unidentified Fishes 18 4 0 . 7  
Rockfish, China 19 2 0.4 
Rockfish, G r a s s  '20 2 0 . 1  
Rockfish, Quillback 2 1 1 0.2 
Greenling, Kelp 2 2 1 0.2 
Seaperch, Sharpnose 23 1 0.2 
Flatfishes 24 1 0.2 
..................................................... 
Total 565 1.00 
C'. CPLE 
Catch per .Angler Day = 7.06 Catch per Angler Hour = 1.69 
Table 73. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPLT for Area 3 
in 1985 for Quarter 1 ,  by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - - 80 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 335.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number % by hIean Weight 
by Number Caught Number Wt.(kg)* Caught 
......................................................................... 
Rockfish, Blue 1 95 24.6 0 .32 30.26 
Rockfish, Brown 2 84 21.8 0 .49 41.41 
Rockfish, Gopher 3 43 11.1 0 .31  13.1'7 
Rockfish, Black 4 30 7 .8  0 .40  12.09 
Rockfish, Yellowtail 5 23 6 . 2  0 . 2 3  5.33 
Rockfish, Canary 6 19 4 . 9  0.2'7 5.09 
Rockfishes (unidentified) 7 15 3.9 0.38** 5.70 
Croaker, White 8 13 3.4 0 .22 2 . 9 0  
Rockfish, Copper 9 11 2 .8  0 .33  4 . 7 4  
Roclrfish, Black-and-yellow 10 11 2.8 0.38 3.13 
Rockfish, Kelp 11 8 2 . 1  0 .30 3 .21 
Rockfish, Vermilion 12 . 7 1 . 8  0 .95  6 .68 
Rockfish, Olive 1 3  7 1 . 8  0.64 4.46 
Rockfish, Rosy 13 3 1 . 0  0 .16 0.65 
Lingcod 15 1 1 . 0  3 . 1 1  12.44 
Yackerel, Pacific (Chub) 16 3 0 . 8  0.37 1 . 1 1  
Roclif ish, China 17 2 0 . 5  0.1'7 0 . :3 3 
Rockfish, Grass 18 2 0.5 0.72 I. 4 3  
Rockfish, Quillback 19 1 0.3 0 .23  0 . 2 3  
Greenling, Kelp 2 0 1 0 .3  0 .23  0 . 2 3  
Seaperch, Sharpnose 2 1 1 0 . 3  0.17 0.17 
Sanddab, Pacific 2 2 1 0 . 3  0 .05 0.05 
......................................................................... 
Total 386 100 156.02 
C'atch per ,Angler Day = 4.83 Catch per inglel- Hour = 1 - 1 5  
1% per Angler Day = 1.95 I@ per Angler Hour = 0. 17 
* \<eight estimated from length-to-weight rfbgrrssi on l f  av,ulrzhLf-. 
* *  Yean weight for th~s group has not calculated or r-as estlrnated frorn (,+-her 
solirtes ( see t,e-rt ) . 
Table 74 .  Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPLE for Area 4 
in 1985 for Quarter 1 ,  by Prix-ate or Rental Boat .kg.Lers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 80 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 335.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name 
'---Mean---' 
Rank Weight* Number % by No. Fit.* Ln.** SD 
by Wt. Caught Caught No. Meas. (kg) (mm) L% . 
................................................................................... 
Rockfish, Brown 1 37.96 77 21.8  64 0 .49 293 55 
Rockfish, Blue 2 29.31 92 26.1  48 0 .32 268 40 
Rockfish, Gopher 3 13.17 43 12.2 38 0 .31  363 32 
Lingcod 4 12.44 4 1.1 4 3 .11  646 108 
Rockfish, Black - 3 9.27 23 6 . 5  23 0 .40  296 26 
Roclif ish , Vermilion 6 6.68 7 2 . 0  7 0 .95 373 76 
Roclrf ish, Yellowtail 7 5 .53  24 6 . 8  20 0 . 2 3  252 21 
Rockfish, Canary 8 5.09 19 5 . 4  19 0 .27  260 37 
Rockfish, Copper 9 4 .74 11 3 . 1  11 0 . 4 3  278 5 1 
Rockfish, Olive 10 4.46 7 2 . 0  7 0.6-1 358 58 
Rockfish, Black-and-yellow 11 4.13 11 3 . 1  11 0 .38 269 24 
Rockfish, Kelp 12 3 . 2 1  8 2 . 3  8 0 .40 299 16 'L. 
Croaker, White 13 2.68 12 3 .4  12 0 .22 269 19 
Rockfish, Grass 13 1 .43  2 0 . 6  2 0.72 313 5 3 
Mackerel, Pacific (Chub) 15 1.11 3 0 . 8  3 0.37 305 13 I* 
Roclrf'ish , Rosy 16 0 .65 4 1 . 1  4 0.16 216 - 3 
Roclrf ish, China 17 0 . 3 3  2 0.6 2 0 .17  2 1-1 9 
Rockfish, Quillback 18 0 .23  1 0 . 3  1 0 . 2 3  225 0 
Greenling, Kelp 19 0 .23 1 0 . 3  1 0 . 2 3  259 0 \I 
Seaperch, Sharpnose 20 0 .17 1 0 . 3  1 0.17 240 0 
Sanddab, Pac i f ic 2 1 0 .05  1 0 . 3  1 0.05 173 0 
................................................................................... L 
Total 142.87 353 100 287 
('ntch per Angler Day = 4. $1 Catch per Ing1r.r f!o~:r = ? .!I5 
@ per Angler Day = 1 .T9 1 per Argler Hour = 0 . 4 3  
% Wt?ight estimated from 1.cngth-to-rieight regression if as-ai Lnble. 
% *  Total 1engt.h escept for species with tuna-like caudal fins !see test). 
* J X  CJXE I s ~u:derest.i.mated if a l l  fish talien w e r e  not t3sLminec! ( cc-c. ? tixt ) . 
' a  5 .  Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPlSE for Area 4 
i n  1985 for Quarter 1, by Private or Rental Boat 'Anglers Using 
Q Spear Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
m 
4. Sampled Effort 
Y u m b e r  Anglers Intercepted - 
4 
5 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 5.0 
r~ B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number %by 
by Number Caught Number 
..................................................... 
Lingcod 1 8 57.1 
Cabezon 2 4 28.6 
Rockfish, Vermilion 3 2 14.3 
..................................................... 
Total 14 100 
Catch per Angler Day = 2.80 Catch per Angler Hour = 2.80 
Table 76. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPLE for Area 4 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Csing 
Spear Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number .Anglers Intercepted - 5 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 5 . 0  
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number % by Yean Weight 
by Number Caught Number Wt . ( lcg ) * Caught 
......................................................................... 
Lingcod 1 8 57.1 2 .82  22.55 
Cabezon 2 4 28.6 1.56 6 . 2 3  
Rockfish, Vermilion 3 2 1 4 . 3  2.46 4.92 
......................................................................... 
Total 14 100 33.70 
Catch per Angler Day = 2.80 Catch per Angler Hour = 2.80 
Kg per Angler Day = 6.74 & per Angler Hour = 6.74 
% Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
Table 7 7 .  Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPLE for Area -1 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Private or Rental Boat .Anglers Lsing 
Spear Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
-4. Sampled Effort 
- 
- Number Anglers Intercepted - 3 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 5.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
' --->lean--- ' 
Cormnon name Rank Weight* Number % b y  No. Wt.* Ln.** SD 
by W t .  Caught Caught No. Meas. (kg) (rnrn) LN . 
................................................................................... 
Lingcod 1 22.55 8 57.1 8 2.82 630 76 
Cabezon 2 6.23 3 28.6 4 1.56 359 41 
Rockfish, Vermilion 3 -1.92 2 1-1.3 2 2 . 4 6  535 3 2 
Total 33.70 1-1 100 1-1 
Catch per -1er Day = 2.80 Catch per .Angler Hour = 2.80 
Kg per Angler Day = 6.74 Kg per Angler Hour 6 . 7 3  
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
* *  Total length except for species with tuna-like caudal fins (see test). 
* * *  WI,% is underestimated if all fish taken were not esamined (see te7; t ; .  
Table 78. Sampled Effort, Ranlied Catch and CPLE for .Area 4 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by All CPFC' .&dlers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - - 146 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - - 563.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank 
by Number 
...................................... 
Rockfish, Blue 1 
Rockfish, Yellowtail 2 
hckerel, Pacific (Chub) 3 
Rockfishes (unidentified) 4 
Rockfish, Widow 5 
Bocaccio 6 
Chi lipepper 7 
Rockfish, Rosy 8 
Rockfish , Greenspotted 9 
Rockfish, Greenstriped 10 
Rochf ish , Starry 11 
Rockfish, Canary 12 
Rockfish, Squarespot 13 
Rockfish, Speckled 14 
Rockfish, Brown 15 
Rockfish, Olive 16 
c:roaker, White 17 
Jack ?lackere1 18 
Rockfish, Rosethorn 19 
Lingcod 2 0 
Rockfish, Black 2 1 
Rockfish, Vermilion 2 2 
Rockfish, Yelloweye 23 
Roclcf ish, Stripetail 24 
Sanddab, Pacific 25 
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(Table 78. - continued) 
Common name Rank Number % by 
by Number Caught Number 
..................................................... 
Rockfish, Flag 27 4 0.2 
Sole, Rock 2 8 4 0.2 
Rockfish, China 2 9 3 0.1 
Rockfish, Copper 30 2 0.1 
Rockfish, Sharpchin 3 1 2 0.1 
Rockfish, Gopher 32 2 0.1 
Rockfish, Swordspine 33 1 0.0 
..................................................... 
Total 2557 100 
C. CPUE 
Catch per .Angler Day = 17.51 Catch per Angler Hour 4.54 
Table 79,  Sampled Effort , Ranked Catch and CPIJE for Area 4 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by -411 CPFV Anglers C'sing 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 146 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - - 563.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank 
by Number 
...................................... 
Rockfish, Blue 1 
Rockfish, Yellowtail 2 
Rockfish, Widow 3 
bckerel, Pacific (Chub) 4 
Bocaccio 5 
Chilipepper 6 
Rockfish, Rosy 7 
Rockfish, Greenspotted 8 
Rockfishes (unidentified) 9 
Rockfish, Greenstriped 10 
Rockfish, Starry 11 
Rockfish, Canary 12 
Rockfish, Squarespot 1 3  
Rockfish, Speckled 14 
Rockfish, Brown 15 
Rockfish, Olive 16 
Jack ,%ckerel 17  
Rockfish; Rosethorn 18 
Lingcod 19 
Rockfish, Black 2 0 
Roclif ish , Vermilion 2 1 
Rockfish, Yelloweye 2 2 
Rockfish, Stripetail 23 
Rockfish, Splitnose 24 
Rockfish, Flag 2 5 
Sanddab, Pacific 26 
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(Table 79. - continued) 
Common name Rank Number %by Mean Weight 
by Number Caught Number Wt.(kg)* Caught 
Rockfish, China 2 8 3 0 . 1  0.52 1 .55  
Rockfish, Copper 2 9 2 0 . 1  0 .50 1.00 
Rockfish, Sharpchin 30 2 0 .1  0 .  OO** 0.00 
Rockfish, Gopher 3 1 2 0 . 1  0 .32 0 .63  
Croaker, White 32 2 0 .1  0 .29 0.57 
Rockfish, Swordspine 33 1 0 .0  0 .18  0.18 
......................................................................... 
Total 2251 100 1016.56 
Catch per Angler Day = 15.42 Catch per Angler Hour = 4.00 
Kg per Angler Day = 6.96 Kg per Angler Hour = 1 . 8 1  
f Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
8% Yean weight for this group was not calculated or was estimated from other 
sources (see text). 
Table 80. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and OW for Area 4 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by All CPFV Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number .%lers Intercepted - 146 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - - 563.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name 
' ---PIean--- 1 
Rank Weight* Number %by No. Wt.8 Ln.** SD 





Bocacc i o 
Rockfish, Greenspotted 
Yackerel, Pacific (Chub) 
Lingcod 













Rockfish , Flag 
Rockfish, Rosethorn 
Roclrf ish, Stripetail 
Rockfish, Splitnose 
Rockfish, China 











by Wt. Caught 
----------------- 
2 7 1.00 
2 8 0.63 
2 9 0.57 
3 0 0.44 
















No. Wt.8 Ln.** SD 
Meas. (kg) (mm) LV. 
2 0.50 301 26 
2 0.32 269 19 
2 0.29 292 8 
4 0.11 217 20 
1 0.18 215 0 
2 0.00 309 5 
2 0.00 301 13 
Total 941.73 2083 100 1625 
Catch per Angler Day = 14.27 Catch per Angler Hour = :>.70 
Kg per Angler Day = 6.45 Kg per Angler Hour = 1.67 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
** Total length except for species with tuna-like caudal fins (see test). 
*** CPW is underestimated if all fish taken were not esamined (see test). 
Figure 9. Length-Frequency Histogram f o r  Barred Surfperch 
Taken by Beach and Bank a n g l e r s  Using Hook-and-Line Gear. 










Figure 10. Length-Frequency Histogram for Blue Rockfish 
Taken by R11 CPFV anglers Using Hook-and-Line Gear. 
area 4, Quarter 1, 1985. 
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RRER 4 
Figure 11. Length-Frequency Histogram f o r  Bocaccio 
Taken by 011 CPFV Rnglers Using Hook-and-Line Gear. 
Flrea 4, Quarter 1, 1985. 
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Figure 12. Length-Frequency Histogram for Chilipepper 
Taken by R11 CPFV Rnglers Using Hook-and-Line Gear. 
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.gure 13. Length-Frequency Histogram for Greenspotted 
Taken by FIll CPFV anglers Usir~q  Hook-and-Line Gear. 
Flrea 4, Quarter 1, 1985. 
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Figure  14. Length-Frequency Histogram for Rosy Rockfish 
Taken by R11 CPFV Rnglers  Using Hook-and-Line Gear. 
Rrea 4, Quarter  1, 1985. 
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281- 290 p 
Figure 15. Length-Frequency Histogram for Widow Rockfish 
Taken by a11 CPFV anglers Using Hook-and-Line Gear. 
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421- 430 C 
Figure 16. Length-Frequency Histogram for Yellowtail Rockfish 
Taken by R11 CPFV Rnglers Using Hook-and-Line Gear. 







'igure 17. Length-Frequency Histogram for Pacific Mackerel 
Taken by R11 CPFV Rnglers Using Hook-and-Line Gear. 
Rrea 4, Quarter 1, 1985. 
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Table 81. Sampled Effort, Ranlied Catch and CPLT for Area 5 
i n  1985 for Quarter 1, by Pier or Dock .Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 8 1 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 193.5 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number %by 
by Number Caught Number 
..................................................... 
Sculpin, Pacific Staghorn 1 94 68.1 
Croaker, White 2 19 13.8 
Surfperches 3 10 7.2 
,Jacksmelt 4 7 5.1 
Flounder, Starry 5 3- 2.2 
Surfperch, Barred 6 2 1.4 
Unidentified Fishes 7 1 0.7 
Skates 8 1 0.7 
Cabezon 9 1 0.7 
Total 138 100 
C. CPUE 
Catch per Angler Day = 1.70 Catch per .Angler Hour = 0.71 
Table 82.  Sampled Ef fo r t ,  Ranked Catch and CPCT f o r  Area 5 
i n  1985 f o r  Quarter 1, by P i e r  o r  Dock .Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead o r  Alive. 
A .  Sampled Ef fo r t  
Number Anglers Intercepted - 8 1 
Total Hours Ef fo r t  f o r  Anglers Intercepted - 193.5 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank N u m b e r  % by Plean Weight 
by Number Caught Number Wt.(kg)* Caught 
......................................................................... 
Croaker, White 1 17 35.4 0.15 2.47 
Sculpin, P a c i f i c  Staghorn 2 15 31.3 0.03** 0.45 
Jacksmel t 3 6 12.5 0.30 1.78 
Surf perches 4 3 6 .3  0.  00** 0.00 
Flounder, S t a r r y  5 3 6.3 0.37 1.11 
Surfperch, Barred 6 2 4 . 2  0.17 0.34 
Skates 7 1 2.1 0 .  OO** 0 . O O  
Cabezon 8 1 2.1 0.35 0.3.5 
......................................................................... 
Total  48 100 6 .50  
C a t c h p e r A n g l e r D a y  = 0.59 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.25 
Kg p r  Angler Day = 0.08 1 pe rAngle rHour  0.03 
Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression i f  ava i l ab le .  
* Yean weight f o r  t h i s  group was not ca lcula ted  o r  xas estimated from o t h e r  
sources ( see  t e x t )  . 
Table 83.  Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPC'E for Area 5 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Pier or Dock .Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 8 1 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 193.5 
B. Ranked Catch Q 
Common name 
'---Mem---' 
Rank Weight* Number % by No. Wt. * Ln. **  SD 
0 
by Wt. Caught Caught No. Meas. (kg) (mm) LV . 
................................................................................... 
Croaker, White 1 1.16 8 53.3  8 0.15 234 18 
Jacksmel t 2 0 .89 3 20.0 3 0 .30 337 12 o 
Flounder, Starry 3 0 .37 1 6 . 7  1 0.37 318 0 
Cabezon 4 0 .35  1 6 . 7  1 0.35 267 0 
Surfperch, Barred 5 0 .34  2 1 3 . 3  2 0.17 197 69 o 
Total 3.11 15 100 15 
Catch per Angler Day = 0.19 Catch per Angler Hour = 0 .08  
Kg per Angler Day = 0.04 Kg per Angler Hour = 0.02 
t Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
**  Total length except for species with tuna-like caudal fins (see test). 
* * *  CPCIE is underestimated if all fish taken were not esamined (see te:<t). 
Table 84 .  Sampled E f f o r t ,  Ranked Catch and CPL3 f o r  Area 5 
i n  1985 f o r  Quarter 1, by Beach o r  Bank .Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line G e a r .  Catch Represents A l l  Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A.  Sampled Ef fo r t  
Number Anglers Intercepted - 7 5 
Total Hours Ef fo r t  f o r  Anglers Intercepted - 158.5 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank N u m b e r  % b y  
by N u m b e r  Caught N u m b e r  






Rockfish, G r a s s  
Seaperch, St r iped 
Perch, Black 
Sand bass,  Barred 
Cabezon 




Total  198 100 
Catch per Angler Day = 2.64 Catch per Angler Hour = 1.25 
Table 85. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPLT for Area 5 
in 1385 for Quarter 1, by Beach or Bank .Anglers irsing 
Hoolr-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number .Anglers Intercepted - 7 5 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - - 158.5 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number % by Mean Weight 
by Number Caught Number Wt.(kg)* Caught 
......................................................................... 
Surfperch, Silver 1 42 27.8 0.13 5.25 
Surfperch, Barred 2 33 21.9 0.29 9.70 
Opaleye 3 24 15.9 0.21 4.94 
Surfperch, Walleye 3 13 8 . 6  0 .19 2.49 
Surfperch, Calico 5 9 6 .0  0 .18 1.63 
Rockfish, Grass 6 8 5.3 0.64 5.09 
Seaperch, Striped 7 6 4.0 0 .47 2 .81 
Perch, Black 8 6 4 . 0  0 .23 1 .40  
Cabezon 9 4 2.6 0 .  OO** 0.00 
Sand bass, Barred 10 1 2.6 0 . 1 1  C .  43 
Unidentified Fishes 11 2 1.3 O.OO** 0.00 
......................................................................... 
151 100 Total 33.74 
C. CPUE 
Catch per .Angler Day = 2 . 0 1  Catch per Angler Hour = 0.95 
ICg per Angler Day = 0 .45  Kg perAnglerHour = 0 .21  
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
**  Mean weight for this group was not calculated or was estimated from other 
sources (see text). 
Table 86.  Sampled E f f o r t ,  Ranked Catch and CPCE f o r  Area 3 
i n  1985 f o r  Quarter 1 ,  by Beach o r  Bank Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line G e a r .  Catch Represents Oniy t h e  Fish 
Examined by the  Sampler. 
A .  Sampled E f f o r t  
Xumber Anglers Intercepted - 7 5 
Total Hours Ef fo r t  f o r  Anglers Intercepted - 158.5 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name 
'---yean---' 
Rank Weight* Number % by No. W t .  * Ln. % *  SD 
by W t .  Caught Caught No. Y e a s .  ( k g )  (mm) LY. 
................................................................................... 
Surfperch, Barred 1 7.64 26 20.8  26 0 .29 242 44 
Opaleye 2 4 .53 22 17.6 21 0 .21  2 16 35 
Surfperch, S i l v e r  3 4.50 36 28.8  24 0 .13  199 12 
Rockfish, Grass 4 3.18 5 4 .0  5 0 .64 294 65 
Seaperch, S t r iped  5 2 .81 6 4 .8  6 0.47 303 39 
Surfperch, Walleye 6 2.49 13 10.4  11 0.19 222 16 
Surfperch, Calico 7 1.45 8 6 . 4  8 0 .18  22-1 20 
Perch, Black 8 1.17 5 4 .0  5 0 .23  22-1 57 
Sand bass,  Barred 9 0 .43 4 3.2  1 0 .11  198 39 
................................................................................... 
Total  28.20 125 100 110 
Catch per .Angler Day = 1.67 Catch per  .Angler Hour 0 . 7 3  
I per  Angler Day 0.38 JXg per  -1er Hour = 0.18 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression i f  ava i l ab le .  
* %  Total  length  except f o r  species  with tuna-like caudal f i n s  (see t e s t ) .  
%** @LT is underestimated i f  a l l  f i s h  taken were not esamined ( s e e  t e s t ) .  
Table 87. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPLE for Area 5 
in 1985 for Quarter 1 ,  by Private or Rental Boat .Anglers 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
.A. Sampled Effort 
Number .4nglers Intercepted - 111 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 372.5 
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(Table 87. - continued) 
Common name Rank Number % by 
by Number Caught Number 
Greenling, Kelp 2 7 1 0 .1  
Jack Nackerel 2 8 1 0 . 1  
Surfperch, Barred 29 1 0 . 1  
Halibut, California 3 0  1 0.1 
Sole, Petrale 3 1 1 0 .1  
___------_-____-------------------------------------- 
Total 699 100 
Catch per Angler Day = 6.30 Catch per Angler Hour = 1.88 
Table 88. Sampled Effort, Ranlied Catch and CPLT for Area 5 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Bead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 111 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 372.5 













Roclif ish , Copper 
Rockfish, Rosy 
Rockfish, Starry 
Yackerel, Pacific (Chub) 





































2 2  
2  3  
24 
2  5  






7  4  
72 
5  4  
44 
37 
3  7  
30 
2 2  
























8 . 3  
6 .8  
5 .7  
5 . 7  
4 . 6  
3 .4  
3 . 1  
2.9 
2 .9  
2.9 
2 .6  
2 . 3  
2 .5  
1 . 4  




0 . 9  
0 .3  
0 . 3  
0 . 2  
0 . 2  






0 .21  
0 .39  
0.62 
O.44** 
0 .23  
0 .38  
0.2'7 
0.5'7 
0 .99  
0 . 2 1  
0 .54  
0.34 
0 .72 
1 .20  
0 .38 
0 . 2 1  
1 . 3 3  
0.39 
2.13 
0 .33  
1.19 
0 .21  
0.37 













6 .01  
11.37 













0 .41  
0 .37 
0.68 
0 .52  
(Table 88.  - continued) 
Common name Rank Number % by Yean Weight 
by Number Caught Number Wt.(kg)* Caught 
......................................................................... 
Jack Mackerel 2 8 1 0 . 2  0 .21  0 .21 
Surfperch, Barred 2 9 1 0 . 2  0 .30 0.30 
Halibut, California 30 1 0 .2  0 .80 0 .80  
Sole, Petrale 3 1 1 0 . 2  1 .20 1.20 
......................................................................... 
Total 647 100 287.85 
Catch per Angler Day = 5.83 Catch per Angler Hour = 1.74 
Kg per Angler Day = 2.59 Kg per Angler Hour = 0.77 
t . Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
tt Mean weight for this group was not calculated or was estimated from other 
sources (see text). 
Table 89.  Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPW for Area 5 
in 1985 for aarter 1, by Private or Rental Boat -1ers Lsing 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 111 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 372.5 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank 
by Wt. 
.................................. 
Rockfish, Blue 1 
Rockfish, Yellowtail 2 
Rockfish, Canary 3 
Rockfish, Copper 4 
Rockfish, Vermilion 5 
Rockfish, Gopher 6 
Rockfish, Greenspotted 7 
Rockfish, Olive 8 
Rockfish, Starry 9 
Croaker, White 10 
Rockfish, Brown 11 
Rockfish, yelloweye 12 
Bocacc i o 13 
Lingcod 14 
Rockfish, Widow 15 
Rockfish, Rosy 16 
Rockfish, Black-and-yellow 17 
Rockfish, Kelp 18 
Yackerel, Pacific (Chub) 19 
Cabezon 2 0 
Rockfish, Black 2 1 
Rockfish, Greenstriped 2 2 
Sole, Petrale 23 
Halibut, California 23 ' 
Roclef ish , Speckled 25 









!Table 89. - continued) 
I ---L yean--- ' 
Common name Rank Weight* Number % by No. Wt. * Ln. **  SD 
by Wt. Caught Caught No. Yeas. (kg) (rnm) LN. 
................................................................................... 
Yellowtail 2 7 0 .41  2 0 . 4  2  0 . 2 1  230 1 
Jacksmel t 2 8 0.37 1 0.2 1 0 .37  36 1 0 
Surfperch, Barred 2 9 0.30 1 0 . 2  1 0.30 252 0 
Jack Mackerel 3 0  0 .21  1 0.2  1 0 .21  262 0 
................................................................................... 
Total 228.32 518 100 485 
Catch per Angler Day = 4.67 Catch per Angler Hour = 1.39 
Kg per Angler Day = 2.06 J& per.4nglerHour = 0 .61  
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
**  Total length except for species with tuna-like caudal fins (see text). 
***  CPLT is underestimated if all fish taken were not examined (see test). 
Table 90. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPLX for Area 5 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by All CPFV Anglers Csing 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 40 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - - 156 .O 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number %by 
by Number Caught Number 
..................................................... 
Chilipepper 1 88 35.3 
Rockfish, Gopher 2 41 16.5 
Rockfish, Yellowtail 3 30 12.0 
Rockfish, Olive 4 2 1 8.4 
Rockfish, Blue 5 13 5.2 
Rockfish, Brown 6 9 3.6 
Mackerel, Pacific (Chub) 7 9 3.6 
Rockfish, Rosy 8 5 2.0 
Rockfish, Copper 9 4 1.6 
Rockfish, Greenstriped 10 4 1.6 
Rockfish, China 11 4 1.6 
Rockfish, Black 12 3 - 1.2 
Rockfish, Black-and-yellow 13 3 1.2 
Sablef ish 14 3 1.2 
Rockfish, Canary 15 2 0.8 
Rockfish, Starry 16 2 0.8 
L.ingccd 117 2 0.8 
Lnidentified Fishes 18 1 0.4 
Roclif ish , Quillback 19 1 0.4 
Rockfish, Vermilion 2 0 1 0 . 4  
Roclrf ish , Flag 2 1 1 0 . 4  
Cabezon 2 2 1 0 . 4  
Sole, Petrale 2 3 1 0.4 
..................................................... 
Total 249 100 
Catch per .Wler Day = 6.23 Catch -per .hgler Hour = I .bU 
Table 91. Sampled Effort, Ranlred Catch and CPUE for 'Area 5 
in 1985 for Quarter 1, by All CPR' Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alil-e. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 4 0 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 156.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number % by Mean Ice i gh t 
by Number Caught Number Wt.(kg)* Caught 
......................................................................... 
Chilipepper 1 87 35.4 0 .92 80.27 
Rockfish, Gopher 2 41 16.7 0 .40  16.30 
a Rockfish , Yellowtail 3 30 12.2  0 .26 7.70 
Rockfish, Olive 4 2  1 8.5  0 . 4 3  9 .18  
Rockfish, Blue 5 13 5 . 3  0 .25 3.24 
a Rockfish, Brown 6 9  3.7 0 . 7 1  6 - 3 6  
.%ckerel, Pacific (Chub) 7 9  3.7 0 .43 3.89 
Rockfish, Rosy 8 5 2 . 0  0 . 2 1  1 .C3 
Rockfish, Copper 9 4  1 .6  0 .74 2 . 9 5  
*L Rockfish, Greenstriped 10 4  1 .6  0 .23  0 .92 
Rockfish, China 11 1 1 .6  0 .48  1 .91 
Rockfish, Black 12 3  1 .2  0 .38  1 . 4 5  
a Rockfish, Black-and-yellow 13 3 1 .2  0 .47 1 . 4 1  
Sablef ish 14 3  1 .2  0 .45 1 . 3 5  
Rockfish, Canary 15 2  0 .8  0 .21  0 .41 
J 
Rockfish, Starry 16 2  0 .8  0 .40  0.79 
Rockfish, Quillback 17 1 0.4 0 . 2 7  0 . 2 7  
Rockfish, Vermilion 18 1  0 . 4 1 . 7 5  1 .7.5 
Rockfish, Flag 19 1 0 . 4  0 .6  1 0 . 6  1 
I Lingcod 2 0 1 0 .4  4.21 4 .21  
Cabezon 2 1 1 0 .4  1 .19 1.19 
Sole, Petrale 2 2  1 0 .4  0 .35 0 .35  
......................................................................... 
Total 246 100 147.54 
J C. CPUE 
Catch per Angler Day 6.15 Catch p r  .Angler Hour = 1.38 
I I& per Angler Day 3.69 K g  per Angler Hour = 0 . 9 5  
% Weight estimated from length-to-rqeight regression ~f available. 
L 
Table 92. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and C'PC'E for Area 5 
in 1985 for Quarter 1 ,  by -411 CPFL' Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
.4. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 3 0 
Total Hours Effort for &Anglers Intercepted - 156.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
' ---?lean--- ' 
Common name Rank Weight* Number % by lio. Wt . * Ln. % *  SD 
by Wt. Caught Caught No. Yeas. (kg) (rnm) LV . 
................................................................................... 
Chilipepper 1 80.27 87 35.7 85 0.92 411 63 
Rockfish, Gopher 2 16.30 41 16 .8  41 0 .40 288 31 
Rockfish, Olive 3 9.18 21 8 .6  21 0.44 32 1 4 0 
Rockfish, Yellowtail 4 7.70 30 12.3  30 0.26 26 1 24 
Rockfish, Brown 5 6.36 9 3 .7  9 0 .71  3 2 3  59 
Lingcod 6 4.21 1 0 .4  1 4 .21 7 30 0 
Placlcerel , Pacific ( Chub) 7 3.16 8 3 .3  8 0 .43 3 19 17 
Rockfish, Blue 8 3.24 13 5 . 3  13 0 . 2 5  253 18 
Rockfish, Copper 9 2.95 4 1 . 6  4 0 . 7 4  133 5 0 
Rockfish , China 10 1 .91  4 1 .6  4 0 .48 293 4 6 
Rockfish, Vermilion 11 1.75 1 0.4  I 1 .75 178 ' 0 
Rockfish, Black 12 1.45 3 1 .2  3 0 .38 315 3 1 
Rockfish, Black-and-yellow 13 1 .41  3 1 .2  3 0.47 286 43  
Sablef i sh 14 1.35 3 1 .2  3 0.45 37 1 19 
Cabezon 15 1.19 1 0 . 4  1 1.19 418 0  
Roclrfish, Rosy 16 1 .03  5  2.0 5 0 . 2 1  227 -1 1 
Rockfish, Starry 17 0.79 2 0 . 8  ' 2 0 . 4 0  291 2 1 
Rockfish , Greenstriped 18 0.69 3 1 .2  3 0 . 2 3  2 7 7  11 
Rockf~sh, Flag 19 0 .61  1 0.4 1 0 .61  330 0 
Rockfish, Canary 2 0 0 .41  2 0 .8  2 " 0 . 2 1  237 49 
Sole, Petrale 2 1 0 .35 1 0 .4  1 0 . 3 5  306 0 
Rockfish, Quillback 22 0.27 1 0 . 4  1 0 .27  235 0 
................................................................................... 
Total 146.88 214 100 24 2 
Cat>ch per .Angler Day = 6 .10  Catch per .&nqlel- Hour 1.56 
l per Angler Day = 3.67 K g  per -1er H o u r  0.94 
t  Welght estimated from length-to-welght regression ~f ava~lnblr. 
% *  T ( 3 t a l  length ~scept f o r  sppcles 191th tuna-Lilr~ caudal f:r,c ( see  ' e -  + ! . 
% t %  rF1r F 1s tmderestimat~d if all fish t<dien r , r r c l  not c . iL~m~ nl>ti \ p f A  A t 7 - , +  . 
Figure 18. Length-Frequency Histogram for Blue Rockfish 
Taken by Private or Rental Boat Rnglers Using Hook-and-Line Gear. 














Figure 19. Length-Frequency Histogram for Bocaccio 
Taken by Private or Rental Boat Rnglers Using Hook-and-Line Gear. 

















Figure 20. Length-Frequency Histogram for Yellowtail Rockfish 
Taken by Private or Rental Boat Rnglers Using Hook-and-Line Gear. 


























Figure 21. Length-Frequency Histogram fo r  Chilipepper 
Taken by FA11 CPFV Rnglers Using Hook-and-Line Gear. 
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_---1.---------------.- 
-- -----------.--- --- ----- -.----- 
3/ i- 
~ i r i i t s f ~ i l m )  Fq. %?c7. : Lisci ts (nm) 1;q. XFq. ] Limjts(rr;m) Fa. ,or':l. 
__.------------------------"------- -------- ------_ ___.___ 
_--_ ---- _ ------ "-- 
326- 330 7 Ll,? 331- 393 O 0.0 336- 3 i O  U 0.0 i 
3.11- 3-15 2 2 . 2  : 346- 350 0 0 .0  351- 353 1 1i,1 : 
356- 360 O 0.0 361- 365 Z 22.2 366- 370 O 0.0 i 
371- 375 O * 0.0 376- 380 0 0.0 381-385 1 11.1 f 
386- 390 1 11.1 : 391-395 0 0.0 335-400 0 0.a ; 
401- 405 1 11.1 406- 410 0 0.0 4 l l - . l 1 5  0 0.0 ; 
I----------------------"-------- - - .-. --- ------------.-------------------.---- 
T o t a l  9 163% 
f: T o t a l  length except f-*ar spwies wi-1% tuna-like caudal fin (see text)  
Table 94. I-ength-Frequency Data and Statistics for Stripc?d Seaperch. 
Taken by P i e r  or  Dock Anglers Using Hook-'md-Line @art.. 
Ares 1, QLwter 1, 1985. 
---*-------------------.----------.------------------------------- 
Lergth(mm) * .t: Meal S"k ,Dev .  Sum Lergths  Slm of Sqmr . &xi@? 
- ----------- --------------- -----------------.---------------------- 
7 289 31.5 2022 590020 254- 340 
---- ----...--- -_-. ..---- ------*----- ---- - ...................................... 
Limitsfmm) Fq. 7Fq. : Limits(mj Fq. %Fq. : Limits(n~) Fq. XFq. 
----------_11_11_1---------------------------------.---------------------.-- 
251- 255 1 14.3  : 256- 260 1 14.3 : 261- 265 0 ., 0.0 ; 
266- 270 0 0.0 271-275 1 14.3 : 276- 28C 1 14.3 f 
281- 235 0 0.0 285- 230 0 0.0 291- 295 0 ' 0.0 t 
296- 300 0 0.0 301-305 0 0,O 306- 310 1 1 4 . 3  f 
311- 315 1 14.3 : 316-320 0 0.0 321- 325 0 0.0 : 
326- 330 0 0.0 331- 335 0 0.0 336- 340 1 14 .3  : 
----_______-_-__II_----------------------------d------------------------- 
Total 7 100% 
* Total  length except far species with tuna-like cachl fin (see text). 
- - 
% " 
1 2 6  
1 .  5 L~ng?11~-F~:eqt.1er1~;~.. Data and S t.;:;t is-tics f'i:i.!: 1i'i.j Sc,:\p-nj-!:l~ ,
Taken by P i e r  03.- I)oc:l: Aa;,g!.~~l-s Using Hooli---ad- t.,i.m Gr~ar . .  
A ~ e a  i , C&iarier- '1 , 3.985. 
-------- ---------------- .. ----------.--- --------. ,....-.--.p.-..- --*-------------. -...*------- --------. 
i I Fq . %Fq, 1 Limi t.s ( rnm) Fq . XFci, I . ,~-~: l j .k  (I<::: Fcj YSr-1, 
"-------- .-------------.---------------------.------ -- --"-. -.- 
256- 2EO ? 2 . 0  %GI- 265 2 3.9 26(:- 2?0 4 7 . G  : 
2'73 - 27'5 2 3.9 276- 280 2 3.9 251- 285 112 23.5 i 
286- 290 6 11.8 291-295 5 9.8 296-2cO 2 3 , s  t 
301- 305 5 9.8 3%- 310 2 3.9 3 l i -  315 5 9 .2  1 
316- 320 2 3.9 ' 321- 325 CJ 0.0 325- 3.30 1 2.0 i 
---------" ----- - --.- ....--- -------------- - ----- --------------------- -- - -------.-- 
T u t a l  51 100"A 
7 Total  l e n g t h  except f o r  species with t toia-like caudal fir1 fsec -~esi;), 
-- 
... 
, ~ I X  A (continued) - ARE114 1 
le 96. Length-Frequency D a t a  and Statistics for Black Rockfish. 
- Taken by Jetty or Rreakkater A n g l e r s  CTsi.ng Hook-anci-Line Gear. 
Area 2 ,  Quarter 1, 1985. 
---".I ---I-------- I------- ---- --------- ---^1---- 
p a t h ( n n n )  * N Mean St .I)ev. Sum Lengths Sum of Squar. Range 
__C__^I_----------------------------------------------------------- 
5 253 90.9 1265 353083 116- 344 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
~irnits(nu;l) Fq. %FqR : Limits(mm) Fq. %Fq. I L i m i t s ( n 1 m )  Fq. %Fq. 
___------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
1 20.0 f 121- 125 0 0.0 I 126- 130 0 0.0 ; 
0 0.0 136- 140 0 0.0 1 141-145  0 0.0 : 
0 0.0 151-155 0 0.0 i 156-160 0 0.0 
0 0.0 166- 170 0 0.0 1 171-175 0 0.0 I 
0 0.0 181-185 0 0.0 186- 190 0 0.0 : 
0 0.0 196-200 0 0.0 I 201-205 0 0.0 i 
0 0.0 211- 215 0 0.0 216- 220 0 0.0 ; 
1 20.0 : 226- 230 0 0.0 231- 235 C 0.0 : 
0 0.0 241- 245 0 0.0 246- 250 0 0.0 i 
0 0.0 256- 260 0 0.0 1 261-265 1 20.0 t 
o 0.0 271- 275 o 0.0 276- 280 o e.a : 
0 0.0 286- 290 0 0.0 1 291-295 C 0.0 f 
0 0.0 301- 305 0 0.0 306- 310 0 0 I 
0 0.0 316-320 0 0.0 321-325 1 20.0 ) 
0 0.0 331- 335 0 0.0 336- 340 0 0.0 t 
1 20.0 : 346- 350 0 0.0 351- 355 0 0.0 ] 
----------------_--------------------------------------------------------- 
Total 5 100% 
Tsb le  97 . 1,er~th-I~reqi~ency Data nn13. SLY. tisties l'c,.'~ i H l  ue Kc,<I':~;: f:i. ~.;h ,
??&c:-l by J e t t y  or I!renia?ater k~l!g.tel-'s: L ~ i 3 . 1 2  ~i~i~:~j~:-i~r~fi-!,j.ni? C13a.r. 
Area I ,  mrt-i--ter i., 1.985. 
-.------- .. ---,-------...---- ' -----.----------------.- ------- ---- -- ..---. ----." -"*- 
Li\ii@t:h (~rim) % 14 l.I,:w~ St. Dcv , Sum Ilc-?ngti-is Sim~ o f  Squ:?.~, ~?:=IJ:cP 
----.-- -------------.-------.- - ------------------------- *----...-..--,- ----- "--- 
5 20.2 31.1 102? 21%3!;1 18Q- 256 
-.-- "-"-"  --.--.*--------- -.--------...- -"-----.- ------ - ---------- ---.--.---.- ----------...-- 
I T S - -  jar) 1 2.0.0 : 1531- 185 1 2C!.0 : I G E -  190 1 20.0 1 
191- i t15 o O,O i96- 200 o 0.0 2a1-205  o 0.0 
296- 210 I ao,o : 211~-  21s o 0.0 21s- 220 r, 0 . 0  ; 
223 - 225 0 0 .0  1 22G- 230 0 0 .0  f 231-235 0 0 + O  i 
236- 2.10 0 0.0 241- 245 0 0 .0  246- 250 0 0.0 1 
251- 255 0 0.0 255- 2G0 I 20 ,O : 2-51- "rr ~ 3 3  0 0.i; I 
5 T o t a l  levgth except for spc ies  with t t m a - l i k e  cald3l f i n  (see t exz) ,  
S?;DI~ A (continued) tiEi231 1 
le 98. k ~ t h - F r e q u e n c y  hta and Statistics fo r  Grass Exl i f i sh .  
Taker1 by Jet+-y or Brcd~xater. Arglers U s i  ng I-Ioolr-,w.d-Line Gear. 
Area I ,  Buarter 1 ,  1985. 
__________---------------------.-------------------------.---------* 
~ g t k :  1 mn f * N k a n  St Dev . Sum Lew ths S7m o f  Squar. Rmgc 
_______--------------------------------------------------------- 
15 269 78.0 4033 llGS615 164- 420 
_________------------------ - --- -------.----------*.--------------------- 
Limjts(m) Fq. ?@'q. : L i m i t s ( m )  Fq. %Fq. i Lirni ts(mm) Fq. %Fq. 
______----------------------------------------*-------------------.--------- 
161- 165 1 6.7 : 165- 170 1 6.7 i 171- 175 1 6.7 : 
176- I80 1 6.7 1 181- 185 0 0.0 186- 190 0 0.0 i 
191- 195 0 0.0 136- 200 0 0.0 1 203.- 205 Q 0.0 : 
206- 210 1 ' 6.7 : 211- 215 o 0.0 -216-220 o 0.0 ; 
221- 225 0 - 0.0 226- 230 0 0.0 231-  233 0 0.0 E 
236- 240 0 0.0 241- 245 0 0 . 0  1 246- 250 0 0.0 i 
251- 255 0 0.0 256- 250 1 6.7 : 261- 265 1 6.7 1 
266- 270 0 0.5 t 271- 275 1 6.7 276- 280 1 6.7 1 
281- 285 o 6.0 286- 290 o 0.0 291- 295 a o.a 
296- 300 0 0 .0  301-305 0 0.0 396- 310 0 0.0 ; 
311- 315 1 6.7 j 316-320 1 6.7 : 321- 325 1 6.7 : 
326- 330 1 6.7 : 331- 335 0 0.0 336- 340 0 0.0 i 
331- 345 0 0.0 346-350 0 0.0 t 351-355 0 0.0 i 
356- 360 0 0.0 362-365 0 0.0  366- 370 1 6.7 : b 
371- 375 0 0.0 376- 380 0 0.0  381- 385 0 0.0 l 
386- 390 0 0.0  391- 395 0 0.0 f 396- 400 0 0.0 : 
401- 405 0 0.0 406- 410 0 0.0 411-415 0 0.0 f 
416- 420 1 6,7 : 421- 425 0 0.0 426- 433 0 0.0  I 
--------------------------**---------------------------------------------- 
Total 15 100% 
. 
1: Tota l  length escep-t: for species w i t h  tuna-like caudal f i n  (see text). 
'* 
4 




x Totsl l  l e ru th  except fo r  species with t ~ n l a - l i k e  c.au&l :'jn (see text ) .  
~ ~ b l e  100. Length-Frequency Data and Statistics for Rock Greenling. 
Taken by Jetty or  Rreakmtcr Anglers U s i n g  HooZc-ad-Line Gear. 
Area 1, Quarter 1, 1985, 
__-.--- 
-_-----------------------------------------------------.------- 
Length(m)b N M ~ E U I  St.I>cv. Sum L e ~ t h s  Slim of Squar. Rame 
__-----------.-------------------------------------------------------------- 
~ j n i t s ( n 1 . )  Fq. %Fq. ! Limits(mm) Fq. W y .  f L i r n i t s ( m ~ ~ )  Fq. Y S q .  I 
___----------------------------------- -- --------.----- -------------------.- 
181- 185 1 7 .1  : 186- 190 0 0.0 I 191- 195 0 0.0 ! 
196- 200 0 0.0 201- 205 0 0.0 i 206-210 0 0.0 i 
211- 215 1 7.1 : 216- 220 0 0.0 t 221-225 0 0.0 : 
226- 230 0 .  0.0 231- 235 0 0.0 236- 240 1 7.1  1 
241- 245 0 0.0 246- 250 0 0.0 t 251- 255 0 0.0 ; 
256- 260 1 7.1 : 261- 265 0 0.0 266- 270 2 14.3 
271- 275 1 7.1 t 276- 280 0 0.0 281- 285 2 14.3 : 
286- 290 0 0.0 291- 295 0 0.0 296-300 0 0.0 i 
301- 305 2 14 .3  306- 310 0 0.0 311-315 0 0.0 i 
316- 320 1 7 . 1  : 321- 325 0 0.0 326- 330 0 0.0 1 
331- 335 0 0.0 1 336- 340 0 0.0 341- 345 0 0.0 i 
346- 350 1 7.1 t 351- 355 0 0.0 1 356- 360 0 0.0 i 
361- 365 1 7 . 1  366- 370 0 0.0 371- 375 0 0.0 ! 
-------------.------------------------------------------------------------ 
Total 14 100% 
* Total length except for species with tuna-like caudal f i n  (see test). 
* ----- ".-- --  -.-----.------------.-, -------..------- -----.- --------.----- .. - .--..-.- ..--.-- "."--- 
i t  ( T  Fq. 7'>Pq, : Lin i i -  s (1x2) . : i t  1,jai t s ( ; a ~ ? )  Fq. 5.Fq. ; 
---.-----.--- ----- "& ---.------- ---- - -----.- --- ------ ---.- .---*----.--.---- -- ------- 
601- 605 f 16.7 606- 6!0 0 0 .0  6 i i - -  6 i 5  0 i!.O 
616- 620 0 o.0  621-675  0 0-0 1 626.- 639 0 0.0 : 
631- 635 0 0.0 635- C40 0 0,0 E4!- ti4.5 0 0,O 
646- 650 0 0,O 651- 655 0 0.0 eSC-kit", i i  0 c ,o  
6G1- 665 0 9.0 665- 670 0 0.0 6 7 1 - 6 7 5  0 0 * 0  : 
676- GEO 0 0.0 681- 635 0 0.0 1 68':- G?O 0 0.0 
691- 655 0 0.0 696- 700 1 1 % , 7  701- 505 0 Q.0  f 
706- 710 1 16 .7  : 711-73.5 0 0.0 7 1 6 - 7 2 0  0 0 1 
721- 725 0 0.0 1 7 2 6 -  730 0 0.0 1 731- 7\25 0 0.0 : 
736- 743 1 16,7  : 741- 7-15 0 0.0 746- 750 0 0.0 
751- 755 0 0,O 756- $60 1 16.7 : 761- 765 0 0.0 : 
766- 770 0 0.0 771- $75 0 0 . C  7'i'G- 780 0 3.0 1 
781- 78.5 0 0.0 785- 790 0 0.0 791- r/9J5 0 0 .0  ! 
796-  GO 0 0.0 80:- 805 o o.o eot i -810  o 0.0 : 
211- 815 0 0.0 816- 820 0 0.0 221- 825 0 0.0 1 
826- 830 0 0.0 831-835 0 0.0 826- 840 0 0.0 : 
841- 8-25 0 0.9 846- $50 0 0 .0  851- 255 0 0.0 i 
855- 860 0 0.0 8 ~ 3 - -  865 O 0.0 I ? G G -  870 8 0.6 : 
871- 875 0 0.0 I 876- 880 0 Q.8 I 881- 885 0 0 .0  
886- 890 0 0.0 691- 895 (J 0.0  : 895- 931) 0 0.0 ] 
901- 905 1 16 .7  906- 510 0 0.0 t 311-915 0 0.0 i 
--- 
_____1--_-_1.-_1------------1----1--111_-.-------I-1--.1----11--------..-^---II---. 
To txl 6 100X 
* T o t a l  length escept for species with tuzxi-like caudal f i n  (see text).  
a A (continued) m.u~3 I 
le 102. Length-Frequency Data and Statistics for  Cabezon, 
Taken by J e t t y  or Breakmter Anglers  Using Ffook-and-Line C e a r .  
Area I ,  Quart.er 1, 1985. 
_____-___-------------------------------------------------------- 
i ig th(m)* N Mean St.Dev. Sum Lemths Sum of Squar. R a e  
______-C--.-----------------------------A------------------------- 
1 4  347 105.9 4864 1835822 118- 480 
- 
______------------------------------- ------ --- -- --- -------------* --.------ 
~imitsfm) Fq. YZq. : Lirni ts(mm) Fq. %Fq. I Lini ts(m:n)  Fq. %Fq. I 
____--------------------------------A -------------- -...---- ------------------- 
116- 120 1 7.1 : 121- 125 0 0.0 1 1 2 6 - i 3 0  0 0.0 ; 
131- 135 0 0.0 136- 140 0 0.0 f 141- 145 0 0.0 i 
146.- 150 0 0.0 151- 155 0 0.0 156- 150 0 0.0 f 
161- 165 0 3.0 166- 170 0 0.0 f 171- 175 0 0.0 : 
176- 180 0 0.0 t 181- 185 0 0.0 186- 130 0 0.0 I 
191- 195 0 0.0 196- 200 1 7 . 1  : 20:- 2b5 0 0,0 i 
206- 210 0 0.0 211- 215 0 0.0 216-220 0 0 .0  I 
221- 225 0 0.0 226- 230 0 0.0 231- 235 0 0.0 
236- 240 0 0 .0  241-245 0 0.0 246- 250 0 0.0 i 
251- 255 0 0.0 256- 260 0 0.0 261- 265 0 0.0 
266- 270 0 0.0 271- 275 0 0.0 276- 280 1 7.1 : 
281- 285 0 0.0  286- 290 1 7 . 1  291- 295 0 0.0 
296- 300 0 0.0 301- 305 0 0.0 306- 310 0 0.0 t 
311- 315 1 7 . 1  : 316- 320 1 7 . 1  : 321- 325 0 0.0 I 
326- 330 0 0.0 331- 335 0 0.0 336- 340 0 0.0 ! 
341- 345 1 7.1 : 346-350 1 7.1  351- 355 0 0.0  ; 
356- 360 0 0.0 361- 365 0 0.0 366- 370 0 0.0 ; 
371- 375 0 0.0 376- 380 0 0.0 381- 385 0 0.0 I 
386- 390 0 0.0 391-395 0 0.0 396- 400 1 7 .1  1 
401- 405 0 0.0 406-410 0 0.0 411-415 0 0.0 I 
-- 416- 420 0 0.0 421- 425 0 0.0 425-330 2 14.3 1 
431- 435 0 0.0 436- 440 0 0.0 441- 345 0 0.0 I 
446- 450 1 7.1 : 451-455 0 0.0 I 456- 460 0 0.0 ; 
461- 455 0 0.0 466- 470 0 0.0 471- 475 0 0.0 
476- 480 2 14.3 481- 485 0 0.0 1 486- 490 0 0 . 0  I 
----------------*------------------------------------------------------ 
T o t a l  1 4 1 0 0 %  
1: T o t a l  le-th ex~ept  for species with tuna-like caudal f i n  (see tex*). 
1 3 4  
I 
Tt;?ble 103. f.i~ngt):-I.~rcqu~~~~~::;y D:_i.ta, ar;~?. St.a.t.is-t.ics for. Pi] e i'l,rci~. 
r- 
.taken 11.:: ,Ice-ky (IT-, . . P...J-A.-. J i  c..&~-a:Ler Anql. t ~ s  l..!:~ing 1 ~c~ol~--~:x~;d--~~is~e Gsar 
Area 1, Q.r;.,.t-tczr l ,  1985. 
-----*---.-----.------- ------------ .------ - - - - - 3 - 7 - -  - -..d -.------ .. --.--- ---.-. 
T o t a l  5 IOli!% 
%' Tot;~ll length except for s p c i c a  wi th  twa--like ca~l.%tf Y i n  (see b e s t ) ,  
TsI7l-c 104 . Length-Frequency Data and Stat  i stics for Rpd tail Sarf'p~rcf~, 
Talcen by Jetty or Bred!~-water iIngl.ers t ' s i n ~  lic,oli-ard-Lint Ccax.. 
Area 1, C&ar.ter 1 ,  1985. 
-------- - ----- - -.--.-------------------------- ...- ------.---- ---------- 
I,et=-th (~iinl) % N 1 S t .  D e v  , S1.m I.,eng t h s  Sm oE Sqr~zr,  Faxize 
---------------------------.---------------------------------------------.--- 
.. L i m i L s ( ~ r n )  Fq. "/,qq. f Limit.sjrrs71) Fq, ?:2-q, t i.i~ni t s ( r rmi  Fq, 7Sq.  f 
--- 
____- - ---__-____--------- - - ---- -------- ------- ------.--- ...-- -- --..'.-.-.----- 
261- 265 1 16.7 : 266- 270 0 0.0 271.- 275 1 16.7 : 
276- 280 0 0.0 281- 225 0 0.0 2%- 290 0 0.0 t 
291- 295 0 0 .0  296- 300 0 0.0 I X i - 3 0 5  1 16.7 1 
306- 310 0 0.0 1 311- 315 0 0.0 310- 320 0 0.0 f 
321- 325 1 16.7 : 326- 330 0 0.0 1 321- 335 0 0.0  ; 
336- 3-20 1 16.7 : 341- 345 1 16.7 : 346-350 0 0 - 0  i 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
T o t a l  G 100% 
$ Total length e-;ccl.~t for species u i th  t.ur1.n-like caurb,l f i n  (see text) . 
-----'--------------------------C-----C----------------r------------------ 
\"' Lim,its(mm) E'q. Y'q. : Lirni ts(mm) Fq. YZy. I L i r n i t s ( m m )  Fq. XFq. 
---c---*---------------------------------------------------------------- 
226- 230 2 13.3 231- 235 0 0.0 236- 240 2 13.3 1 
241- 245 1 6 .7  : 246- 250 0 0.0 f 251- 255 0 0.0 i 
256- 260 0 0.0 261- 265 1 6 .7  : 266- 270 0 ., 0.0 f 
271- 275 3 20.0 f 276- 280 0 0.0 281- 285 0 0.0 : 
286- 290 0 0.0 1 291-295 1 6.7 : 296- 300 0 " 0.0 I 
301- 305 0 0.0 t 306- 310 1 6.7 : 311- 315 0 0.0 1 
316- 320 1 6.7 321- 325 1 6.7 : 326- 330 0 0.0 i 
331- 335 0 0.0 336- 340 1 6.7 331- 345 0 0.0 i 
346- 350 0 0.0 351- 355 0 0.0 358- 360 1 6 . 7  ! 
U--d_--~-3-------d----------------------------------.-------------------- 
Table 107 . lje17fii;'r,-t"'rt.<):ii~r!i:':~ Data wnd S-';fi-k.'st.i es for &: 1 j C;~~~?ei.!.[ j 11s; . 
%ken hy fi~2ar:h md BarJt Arig3.ers Usr;i zlg I-!o&-a.t d-1 ,i rlfi: (;ear, 
&e;z 1, rJ;.;:ir-t.er 1 , 1985. 
-.--..,..------- --....-------- ---."..--------- -... --.--..--- -.----------"...-----" ---- .--. ----.-- ----*-- 
I ( r  F'q. XFci. i ; . s r  E'q. XFq. : L i m i t s { i : ' j n )  E'q, "/ii;q. 
----- -.--------------.---------- - -------------------.---- ------------------- ----------- 
221-- 235 1 5 . 7  : 2 3 5 -  240 0 0,O 241- 2::s 0 C . 0  : 
245-- 2 . j ~  1 36 .7  : 251-255 1 1 6 .  ] 256- 260 0 0 . 0  ; 
, 251- 265 0 0.0  266- 270 0 0,O I 2 7 1 - 2 7 5  3 16.7 1 
zri( j-  280 0 0 .0  281-285 0 0.0  286- 290 0 0.0 i 
291"- 295 0 0 .0  296- 300 0 0 .0  I 301- 305 1 j C " ?  : 
306- 310 0 0.0 311-315 0 0.0  316- 320 0 0.0 I 
321- 325 0 0.0 326.- 330 0 0.0 331-335 0 0.  il i 
s.%.- 3 ~ 9  o c.o ; :jal- 345 o 0.0 346- 350 o 0.0 ; 
351- 355 1 7 : 356- 360 0 0.0 :361- 355 0 0.0 : 
-----------.-----------------------------*------------- --------------.------------- 
Total  G 100% 
I T ~ ~ ; ; L )  lengtb1 e:ccept for sjxcies wi th  t .~?~a-- l ike  ca;ltlzl f i r 1  {zne t e x t ) .  
Table 108. Length-Frct~lucncy Data mind Statistics f o ~  P i1  e Perch, 
Taken by BeLach 2nd Bank Anglers Using Hooir-and-Lin= Ceas. 
Area 1, Quarter 1, 1985. 
------------.------.------ - -----. ---------- ---- ----------.---- -------- 
---- Lel-gthCnen) X K Plem S t  .Dev, Sm Lengths Sum of S q ~ ~ a r ,  Range 
--------------_-*--------------------------------------------------------- 
Li r r i i t s ( rm)  Fq. %Fy. f I l i m i t s i r n m )  Fq. %Fq, I Limit.s(~fi:j Fq. %Fq, f 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
286- 290 1 10.0 : 291- 295 0 0.0 296- 300 0 0 .0  I 
301- 305 1 10.0 : 306- 310 0 0 . G  3 i 1 - 3 1 5  3 30.0 
316- 320 0 0.0 321 -32s  i 10.0 326- 333 0 0.0 i 
b;j- ;>:>; 0 0.0 22;- ~ S U  1 10.0 : 341- 345 0 0.O I 
346- 350 C 0 ': ; 351.- 355 Q 0.0 35s- 360 1 10.0 I 
361- 363 w r .0  566- 370 o 0.0 I 371- 375 a 20.0 I 
------ --- .---------------------------------------------------------.------- 
Total 10 100% 
t Total length ~ ~ i c e p t  for sp~cies w i t h  tuna-lilie caudal fin (see text f . 
ble 109. Length-Freq.rxcr!c:y Data and Sta t i  s t  ics fo r  R e d t a i l  Surf%-,rch. 
*Ifi!rerl by Beach m d  13- i-lers U s i n g  Hook-a~zd- i , i~~~  Gear. 
Area 1 ,  Quarter 1, 1985. 
__------------------------------------------------------------ 
.gth(mrn) * N Pleat> St .Dexr. Sm Lengths Sum of Squar. Range 
____------------------------------------------------------------ 
38 269 31.8 9668 2631764 222- 353 
1__1_------------b-------------------------------------------------------- 
~irnits(m) Fq= XFq. : Limits(mm) Fq. %Fq, : Limits(mm) Fq, :@q. f 
C_.__- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . " - - - - - - - - -  -------__--__-__-_------.------------- 
2 5.6 226"- 230 0 0.0 1 231- 235 2 5.6 1 
1 2.8 : 241- 245 5 13.9 1 246- 250 2 5.6 : 
6 15.7 256- 260 0 0.0 I 261- 265 1 2.8 : 
1 . 2.8 1 271- 275 2 5.6 276- 280 0 0.0 f 
5 13.9 28s- 290 1 2.8 1 291- 295 2 5.6 ] 
2 5.6 301-305 1 2.8 30€-310 0 0.0 : 
0 0.0 316- 320 0 0.0 321- 325 0 0.0 f 
0 0.0 331- 335 0 0.0 336- 340 1 2.8 : 
1 2.8 : 346- 350 0 0.0 1 351- 355 1 2.8 1 
_------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Total 36 100% 
5: Total length except for species with tuna-like caudal fin (see t ex t ) .  
Table 110. Length-Frequency Data and Statistics for Silver Surfperc:h. 
Taken by Beach and Bank Anglers Using Hook-md-line Gear. 
Area 1, Quarter 1, 1985. 
'.. 
----------------------C--------------------------------------------- 
--' La@A(m) * N Mean St. Dew. S1m Lengths Sum of Squar. Binge 
----II----U------------------------------v----------------------- 
43 212 22.7 . 9128 1959360 171- 291 
------I--UI--II----__--------------^ ------ 
Limits(mm) Fq. YZq. : L i m i t s ( m )  Fq. YaFq. : Limitslmm~ Fq. + %Fq, 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
171- 175 2 4.7 176- 180 0 0.0 181- 185 0 0.0 t 
186- 190 6 14.0 191- 195 2 4.7 196- 200 4 9.3 : 
201- 205 5 11.6 f 205- 210 5 11.6 f 211- 215 2 4.7 : 
216- 220 2 4.7 221- 225 1 2.3 : 226- 230 4 9.3 : 
231- 235 3 7 .O 236- 240 5 11.6 241- 245 1 2.3 I 
246- 250 0 0.0 251- 255 0 0.0 256- 260 O 0.0 ! 
261- 265 0 0.0 f 266- 270 0 0.0 1 271- 275 0 0 .0  ; 
276- 280 0 0.0 281-285 0 0.0 1 286-290 0 0.0 I 
291- 295 1 2.3 1 296- 300 0 0.0 f 301- 305 0 0.0 I 
I _Cl___________-_l__-*&-------------------+--------m----------------- 
Tom1 43100% 
* T4h1 length except for species with tuna-like caudal fin (see t e s t ) .  
%001 ZZ f73?5L 
_.-__C___-1-----------------------------+----------------------------------- 
; 0.0 o oor -xu st? r SZE -17,s 0.0 o 021 -XE 
0.0 0 "C -[IF : E'LZ 3 01s -90C 1'6 2 SO€ -TOE 
Go T G(~E --s$z ; s-9 S6Z -l6Z Y'ST E 06Z -982 
I 1'6 Z G82 -I82 i 9 C ObZ -9LZ '3.P 1 SLZ -ILZ 
5-k -i oiz -99z 1 0-0 o ssz-rsz 5-9 r 09~ -91;~ ---------------.----.----------------------------------&-------------------- 
-- 
: 1, b {U:EI)S~JUTT : b 5 (UW)S~JI:~-~ : b b (tiajsq~tx-~ 
-^------*-------------1-1-1---------------------------------------------------- 
TZE -932 06'1 988T ZFP9 t'91 Z6Z ZZ 
---C---.-.---l-------------- -------- -------------- .". ---.------------------ 
a$rrrq ~rjrtb~ J(? unl~ c;r1?,3cq ~ns * .\aa-%s UT?;~;G N {w)~~q~iq ------------------------------------------------------------------- 
I 
. - 
Table 113. LengLh-Frequency Data and Statistics for  Black Rockfisfi , 
Taken by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using F-Iooii-and-Line Gear, 
Area 1 ,  Quarter 1, 1985. 
_ _ C _ _ _ _ - I - - - - - - - ~ - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - I - - I - . - - - ^ - - - I - -  
ka th (mm)  * N Plea St . D w .  Sum Lengths Sum of Squar . K i g e  
--- 
-_.-_----------------------------------------------------------- 
13 384 49.1 4987 1942015 311- 507 
________----------.--------------------------------------------------------- 
~imits(m) F'q. YZq. : L , i m i t s ( m n i )  Fq. %q. f L . i r n i t s ( n c n )  Fq. %Fq. 
__-____--------------------.------.---------~-----------------------------.--- 
311- 315 1 1 .7  : 316- 320 0 0.0 1 321- 325 0 0.0 ] 
326- 330 0 0.0 t 331- 335 1 7.7  : 336- 340 1 7 .7  f 
341- 345 1 7.7 : 346-350 0 0.0 t 351-355 0 0.0 i 
356- 360 0 . 0.0 I 361- 365 0 0 .0  366- 370 1 7.'7 : 
371- 375 0 0.0 376-330 1 7.7 1 381-385 0 0.0 : 
386- 390 o 0.0 ; 391- 395 I 7.7 1 396- 400 2 15.4 : 
401- 405 2 15.4 406- 410 1 7.7 1 411- 415 0 0.0 i 
416- 420 0 0.0 421- 425 0 0.0 426-430 0 0.0 ! 
431- 435 0 0.0 436- 440 0 0.0 441-445 0 0.0 i 
446- 450 0 0.0 451- 455 0 0.0 1 456- 4-60 0 0.0 I 
461- 465 0 0.0 466- 470 0 0.0 f 47i- 4-15 0 0.0 1 
476- 480 0 0.0 481- 485 0 0.0 f 486- 493 0 0.0  t 
491- 495 0 0.0 496- 500 0 0.0 501-505 0 0 .G  ; 
506- 510 1 7 .7  : 511- 515 0 0.0 516- 520 0 0.0 f 
_______________ I___- -A- - - - -d - - - -d - - - - * - -1__- - -_1 -__- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Total 13 100% 





~ ~ b l e  115. Length-Frequency D a t a  and S t a t i s t i c s  for Lingcod. 
Taken by Private or R e n t a l  Boat Anglers Using Hook-and-Line Gear, 
Area 1, Quarter 1, 1985. 
--- 
............................................................... 
Length (mm)  % N Mean S L . k v .  Sum Lengths Sum of S q w  Range 
______-_---------------------------------------------------------- 
23 769 147.2 17691 14083825 600-126 1 
---------**--------------------------------------------------------------- 
~imits(mm) Fq- %Fq. : L i m i t s ( m )  Fq. YSq. : Limi ts (nm)  Fq. %Fq. I 
____---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
596- 600 1 - 4 . 3  : 601- 605 0 0.0 1 606- 610 0 0.0 : 
611- 615 0 0.0 616- 620 0 0.0 1 621- 625 1 4.3 1 
626- 630 0 0.0 631- 635 0 0.0 636- 690 0 0.0 1 
641- 645 0 0.0 646- 650 0 0.0 1 651-655 1 4.3 .: 
656- 660 1 , 4.3 : 661- 665 0 0.0 1 666- 670 1 4.3 1 
671- 675 2 2.7 676- 680 0 0.0 681- 685 1 4.3 : 
686- 690 0 0.0 691- 695 0 0.0 696- 700 1 4.3 : 
701- 705 1 4.3 : 706-710 0 0.0 711- 715 1 4.3 : 
716- 720 0 0.0 721- 725 0 0.0 726- 730 1 4.3 1 
731- 735 0 0.0 736- 740 0 0.0 741- 745 2 8.7 1 
746- 750 0 0.0 751- 755 0 0.0 1 756- 760 0 0.0 f 
761- 765 0 0.0 766- 770 1 4.3 1 771- 775 0 0.0 { 
776- 780 1 4.3 : 781- 785 0 0.0 f 786- 790 1 4.3 1 
791- 795 0 0.0 796- 800 0 0.0 : 801- 805 0 0.0 : 
806- 810 0 0.0 811- 815 0 0.0 f 816- 820 0 0.0 1 
821- 825 0 0.0 826- 830 0 0.0 831- 835 0 0.0 : 
836- 840 0 0.0 841- 845 0 0.0 846- 850 0 0.0 t 
851- 855 0 0.0 856- 860 1 4.3 861-865 1 4.3 : 
866- 870 0 0.0 871-875 0 0.0 876- 880 0 0.0 : 
881- 885 0 0.0 886- 890 0 0.0 891- 895 0 0.0 : 
896- 900 0 0.0 901- 905 0 0.0 906- 910 1 4.3 1 
911- 915 0 0.0 916- 920 1 4.3 ! 921- 925 0 0.0 t 
926- 930 0 0.0 931- 935 0 0.0 936- 940 0 0.0 f 
--,_ 941- 945 0 0.0 946- 950 0 0.0 951-955 0 0.0 I 
956- 960 0 0.0 961- 965 0 0.0 966- 970 0 0.0 : 
971- 975 0 0.0 976- 980 0 0.0 981- 965 0 0.0 1 
986- 990 1 4.3 : 991-995 0 0.0 : 996- 1000 0 0.0 I 
1001- 1005 0 0.0 : 1006- 1010 0 0.0 : 1011- 1015 0 0.0 f 
1016- 1020 0 0.0 : 1021- 1025 0 0.0 : 1026- 1030 0 0.0 I 
1031- 1035 0 0.0 : 1036- 1040 0 0.0 : 1041- 1045 0 0.0 : 
1046- 1050 0 0.0 : 1051- 1055 0 0.0 f 1056- 1060 O 0.0 : 
1061- 1065 0 0.0 : 1066- 1070 0 0.0 : 1071- 1075 O 0.0 1 
1076- 1080 0 0.0 : 1081- 1085 0 0.0 : 1086- 1090 0 0.0 I 
1091- 1095 0 0.0 : 1096- 1100 0 0.0 1101- l lQ5  0 0.0 : 
1106- 1110 0 0.0 : 1111- 1115 0 0.0 1 1116- 1120 0 0.0 I 
1121- 1125 0 0.0 : 1126- 1130 O 0.0 : 1131- 1135 0 0.0 : 
1136- 1140 0 0.0 : 1141- 1145 0 0.0 : 1146- 1150 0 0.0 1 
1151- 2155 0 0.0 : 1156- 1160 0 0.0 : 1161- 1165 0 0.0 1 
1166- 1170 0 0.0 : 1171- 1175 0 0.0 : 1176- 1180 0 0.0 
1181- 1185 0 0.0 : 1186- 1190 O 0.0 : 1191- 1195 0 0.0 : 
1196- 1200 0 0.0 : 1201- 1205 0 0.0 : 1206- 1210 0 0.0 : 
1211- 1215 O 0.0 : 1216- 1220 0 0.0 : 1221- 1225 0 0.0 
1226- 1230 0 0.0 : 1231- 1235 0 0.0 : 1236- 1240 0 0.0 1 
1241- 1245 0 0.0 : 1246- 1250 0 0.0 f 1251- 1255 0 0.0 I 
1256- laso 0 0.0 : 1262- 1265 1 4.3 : 1266- 1270 0 0.0 : 
_ .  , ----1--------3------------------d---------------*----------------- 
~ o . t a l  23 100% 
t Total length except for species with tuna-like caudal f i n  (see text).  
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able 1.18. Lemll-Freqile~~cy D a t a  m d  Stati stics fo r  Ca 1.icl.o Surfperch. 
Talken by Eeczch xzd Uadr Anglers U s i n g  Hook--and-Line Gear. 
Area 2,  Quarter 1, 1385. 
_ _ _ _  ---- ----.--l-----------l-.----------- ------.-----.---------------------- 
Length(mm)* N Mean St,.Deve Sum L e n g t h s  Sum of Squar, Range 
_._-------------------------------- ----------------------.----------* 
5 227 31.7 1136 262124 201- 268 
-___------------------.-----------------------------------------.------------- 
~imits(m.1) Fq. %Fq. : Limit;s(rnm) Fq. %Fq. : L i r n i t s i n n )  Fq. ?/;E'cl. 
__------------------------------ ---- --.*...-- -------__--- ^ ------ - -------- 
2 40.0 206- 210 1 20.0 : 211- 215 0 0.0 : 
0 0.0  221- 225 0 0.0 226- 230 0 0.0 i 
0 0.0 236- 240 0 0.0 241- 245 0 0.0 ; 
0 .  0.0 : 251- 255 1 20.0 : 256- 260 0 0.0 : 
0 0.0 266- 270 1 20.0 : 271- 275 0 0.0 : 
_------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
* T O M  length except for species w i t h  tuna-like ca~t&~l  fin ( see t e s t  ) . 
Table 119. Length-Frequency D a t a  and S t a t i s t i c s  for Blue.Rml;f ish.  
Taken by Pr iva te  o r  Rental Boat Anglers Using Hook-wad-Line Gear. 
Area 045, Quarter 1, 1985. 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
Lengtb(m)t N Mean St.Dev. Sum Lengths Sum of Squar. Range . 
----------_------------------------------------------------------ 
93 326 58.2 30340 10209563 214- 468 
---,-----------------------^-----------------------------------.--m----------. 
Limits(mrn)  Fq. %Fq. : Limits(m,) Fq. YZq. : L i m i t s ( m )  Fq. %Fq. 
-------------------------------------------*-----------------.-------------- 
211- 215 1 1.1 216- 220 0 0.0 221- 225 1 1 .1  : 
0 0.0 231- 235 1 1.1 : 236- 240 
2 2.2 246- 250 Z 2'2 251- 255 
2 2.2 261-265 
' 271- 275 3 3.2 276- 280 3 3.2 28 i -285  1 1.1 : 
286- 290 5 5.4 291-295 1 1.1 : 296- 300 4 4 .3  1 
5 5.4 306- 310 4 4 . 3  311- 315 4 4.3 : 
316- 320 9 9.7 321-325 2 2.2 326- 330 2 2.2  : 
331- 335 2 2.2 336- 340 2 2.2 341- 345 3 3.2 ! 
346- 350 1 1.1 : 351- 355 1 1. r 1 356- 360 1 1.1 : 
361- 365 1 1.1 1 366- 370 0 0.0 371-375 1 1.1 : 
1 1.1 381- 385 4 4.3 386- 390 1 1.1 I 
391- 395 0 0.0 396- 400 4 4.3 401- 405 1 1.1 : 
406- 410 2 2.2 411- 415 1 1.1 : 416- 420 2 2.2 i 
2 2 . 2  426- 430 1 1.1 : 431- 435 0 0.0 i 
436- 440 1 1;1 : 441- 445 0 0.0 446- 450 2 2.2 : 
451- 455 o 0.0 458-460 o 0.0 3 6 1 ~ 4 6 5  a 0.0 : 
466- 470 1 1.1 : 471-475 0 0.0 416- 480 0 0.0 : 
11__-_-_-1__------_----------I----------------------I--13---I---- 
Total  93 100% a 
Ir. Total lem-qtch except fo r  s p i e s  w i t h  tuna-l ike caudal f in  (see t e x t ) .  
SPT 
ble 121. Length--Freclu?r~cy Vdta and Statistics fo r  C~ulary Rockfish. 
Tal:.en by Private or Rentni Boat Aryc1er.s U3 i r g  IIr30li-~wd--I~i11e Ckar. 
Area 045, Quarter 1, 1985. 
--- 
___-----------------------------.- --------.---+. - ------- .--------- 
Length(m) t N Mean St .Dev. Sum Lengths Sum of Squar. lbnge 
~imitsfm) Fq. YZq. : L i m i t s i m m )  Fq. %Fq. : L i m i t s ( m . )  Fq. %Fq. f 
______------------I----------------- - ---- -- -- ------ --.-- ---- -- -- -.-- -- 
211- 215 1 10.0 : 216- 220 0 0.0 221-225 0 0,O t 
226- 230 0 0.0 231-235 0 0.0 1 236- 240 0 0.0 i 
241- 245 0 0.0 246- 250 0 0.0 251- 235 1 10.0 : 
256- 260 0 .  0.0 261- 265 0 0.0 I 266 -270  0 0.0 ; 
271- 275 1 10.0 : 276- 280 0 0.0 281- 285 0 0.0 I 
286- 290 1 10.0 : 291- 295 0 0.0 1 29G- 300 0 0.0 f 
301- 305 0 0.0 f 306- 310 0 0.0 f 31i- 315 0 0.0 ! 
316- 320 0 0.0 321- 325 0 0.0 326-330 0 0.0 f 
331- 335 0 0.0 1 336-340 0 0.0 1 341- 345 1 10.0 : 
346- 350 1 10.0 : 351- 355 1 10.0 f 356- 360 0 0.0 f 
361- 365 2 20.0 366- 370 0 0.0 371-375 0 0.0 ; 
376- 380 0 0.0 381- 385 0 0.0 ] 386- 390 0 0.0 1 
391- 395 0 0.0 396- 400 0 0.0 401- 405 0 0.0 ! 
406- 410 0 0.0 411- 415 0 0.0 1 416- 420 0 0.0 : 
421- 425 0 0.0 426- 430 0 0.0 431- 435 0 0.0 f 
436- 440 0 0.0 441- 445 0 0.0 f 446- 450 0 0.0 i 
451- 455 0 0.0 456- 460 0 0.0 f 461- 465 0 0.0 I 
466- 470 0 0.0 471- 475 0 0.0 476- 480 0 0.0 : 
481- 485 0 0.0 486- 490 0 0.0 491- 495 0 0.0 f 
496- 500 0 0.0 501-505 0 0.0 506-510 0 0.0 ; 
511- 515 0 0.0 516-520 0 0.0 1 521-525 0 0.0 : 
526- 530 0 0.0 531- 535 0 0.0 1 536-540 0 0.0 t 
541- 545 0 0.0 546- 550 0 0.0 531- 555 0 0.0 : 
556- 560 0 0.0 561- 565 0 0.0 1 566- 570 0 0.0 I 
571- 575 0 0.0 f 576- 580 1 10.0 581- 585 0 0.0 ; 
--------------------------------'--------- 
Total  10 ZOO% 

able 124. Length-Frequency D a t a  clnd Statistics for Vemrilion Rockfish. 
'I'aken by Frivate or Rcmtal Boat Angl-ers Using Hoolr--and-Line Cear. 
Area 045, %:ar.t.er 1, 1985. 
_--____---------^------------------------------------------"----- 
IEngtf,(nim) * N Mean St .Dev. Sum L,engths Sun of Squar. Fkmge 
__-----------.--.---------aM----- - . - - - - -  ____-_ -____ 
7 485 98.9 3394 1704332 330- 608 
...................................................................... 
~imitr;(m) Fq. %Fq. : Lirni ts (mn)  Fq. W q .  : L i m i t . s ( m ~ f  Fq. %Fq. 
____------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
1 14.3 331- 335 0 0 .0  335- 340 0 0 .0  ; 
0 0 .0  346- 350 0 0.0  351-353  0  0 .0  1 
O 0.0 361- 365 0 0.0 366- 370 0 0.0 i 
O 0.0 376- 380 0 0.0 381- 385 0 0.0 
0 0.0 3 9 2 - 3 9 5  0 0 .0  396- 300 1 14.3 f 
0 0.0 406- 410 0 0 .0  411- 4 i 3  0 Q.0 1 
0 0.0 421- 425 0 0.0 426- 430 0 0 .0  i 
0 0.0 '436- 440 0 0.0 441-445 0 0.0 I 
0 0.0  451- 455 0 0 .0  f 456- 460 0 0.0 i 
0 0.0 466- 470 0 0.0 471-4'75 1 1 4 , 3  i 
1 14.3 : 481- 485 0 0.0 486- 490 0 0 . 0  : 
0 0.0 496- 500 0 0.0 501- 505 Cr 0 . 0  f 
0 0.0 511- 315 1 1 3  : 516- 520 0 0 . G  i 
0 0.0 526- 530 0 0.0 533-535 0 0.0 t 
0 0.0 541- 545 0 0.0 546- 550 0 0.0 1 
0 0 - 0  556- 560 0 0.0 551- 565 (1 0.0 I 
0 0.Q f 571- 575 0  0.0 576- 583 0 0.0 I 
0 0.0 586- 590 0 0.0  1 591- 595 1 14.3 1 
0 0.0 601-605 0 0.0 606- 613 1 14.3 : 
-------.------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Total 7 100% 
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'b,$:', 'b,g (&TU~S'+TU~T : .bd"/, *bd (uiUI)s'J.~mrr~ : b, q (~)s~~~J~~? 
-.-----____-_____-------------------------------------------------*.--------- 
Z6S -9% ZFZLtFT '3182 L'S8 FLt- 9 
------------.---------- - ---- _____I-__~---------. _--------I 
a5krz~ .c~~i~bs JO u:n~ sy$3ua~ uzg *A~~*TS rrea~ N ((wrlrj~d?Wa? 
----".--------- ------ ----.------------------------------------------ ----- 
'5861 '1 .Ia'$JG@ 'st~ X?"JTj 
-J.r?a3 au~r~-Ffm-rjocq BUTS!) sznfZq Taoa xsqtxaa JO aqE,\?.x,j Aq tlaqj, 
*lJOZ3C'lX?J .TO.; SnFTS?2VlS prre u?ra bauanba.x~-q~;3ua? 'gZ1: a~qv'L 
--------.----.------"..----"- ----.-------- -----em--- -. - -- -- -.- ..-- ---" -.-- 
Let.~gt.h (rm) x I\I P k ~ m  St .  Dct-. Sum Lengtdll.; Sum of' S q ~ ~ e r .  ;Fi;~nge 
----..--...------ --------.- ----.---... - ------------.----- -----------.------------- 
154 347 -13.7 53351 18783 7'1 7 246"- 4t;O 
---- -----"" ---ri----.--l-------- ---" -l-l-.-ll------l--l--.I.-- ------------.-.--.^.-IC----lll.. 
L i r n i t s ( m m )  Fcj. %Fq. L ~ S ( ~  f'q. %Fq, LLimitsfrmf Fq, %Fq, t 
-.- -- -"-- ------ - ---- --....----- --------- ------ 
246- 250 1 0.6 : 251- 255 0 0.0 1 256- 260 0 0.0 ! 
261- 265 1 0.6 : 266- 270 2 1.3 1 2 7 1 - 2 7 5  1 0.6 : 
276- 280 2 1.3 ) 281-2285 I 0.6 1 286- 290 5 3.2 f 
291- 295 5 3 -2 j 296- 300 6 3.9 ZJOl- 305 7 4.5 : 
306- 310 5 3 . 2  331-315 7 4 .5  316- 320 10 6.5 : 
321- 325 13 8 . 4  : 326- 330 4 2.6 331- 335 3 1.9 : 
336- 340 3 1.9 341-345  2 1 .3 f 345- 350 1 2.6 : 
351- 355 1 0.6 : 356- 360 $ 4.5 361- 365 5 3.2 
366- 370 6 3.9 371- 375 4 2.6 376- 380 10 6.5 ! 
381-- 385 4 2.6 386-390 5 3 . 2  391- 395 4 2 . 6  
396- 400 5 3.2  401- 405 8 5.2 406- 410 4 2.6 : 
411- 415 3 1.9 j 416-420 2 1.3 t 4 2 1 - 4 2 5  1 0 .6  j 
426- 430 0 0.0 431- 435 1 0.6 : 435-440 0 0 - 0  ! 
441- 445 1 0.6 : 446- 450 0 0.0 451- 455 0 0.0 : 
456- 460 1 0.6 ) 4 6 1 - 4 6 5  0 0.0 46G- 470 0 0.0 : 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Total 154 100% 
* Total length except for species \ - ,~ i tk  tuna-lilre ca~trkl f i n  (see t ex t ) .  
--A 

Sa..Llc 129 . L,cr~gtli-)l'r~~q~~*?ri~zy- D a t a  ~ n c l  S t ~ t  i st.i c:; " I 'or  Ye.{ lc;riia.i 1 $:;.:ilc.:, i'isli , 
Tahcn by A"\1 3PFV A igf lrrs Using ZIo@lc- :~~1<1'--iir!~? (X-ar . 
Siren 045, Q k ~ l z r t c . r  1 , 19i?Se 
---...--------.- ------. --------.---------*-.---- ------ ----...- ----- -- -- 
Lengthf am) B PT 1 Sf: .  Uev, Sirr~~ Lengths Swi? of' Squ3r. i.'anga 
-------------------A ---- -------..---- -------- -------------.,.-- ------,- 
6 354 9 3 . 1  2126 79E640 23s- 473 
'r'o+,al 6 200% 
% Total length except f o r  species r;i th t~xna-l i ire csu?;al f i r l  ( see t ~ x t  1 . 
7'3 L 
%00T FT 'I-OIL 
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'5865 'r Jaq.?CtB '~60 T?".Tv 
' JVW 33 rF-I-pn-yooI-f WTSn sJa l;+rq7 qvcq TvquaB ao alEllrjd Aq uavLL 
'Y"FjltQ(Xg .r+j~f@j ~0.s ~3?-4s!qtqs pm BJ~J Aclu3rkba,?t~-qqWq *(-JET alqG 
Table 132. Lf?rztIi-Frequency Data ant33 tztiis tj c u  frir El  ~ ~ 6 . 2  l<o~:j:l'5 ~h . 
TriL en by A l l  WFV ikxg,rhcrs Uc, i 112 iic>oli-arlci-1,i r l t ,  Lit- #::r. 
ikea 69 7 ,  Qv.arl.rr 7 , 1385. 
---------,--- ---------.-.-------.-.-----*.- - ------*-- - ------------------.------- -- ------- 
231- 235 1 0.5 ! 226- 240 0 0.0 1 241- 245 0 0.0 i 
246- 250 0 0.0 251-255 0 0.0 2 2 6 -  269 0 0.0 i 
261- 255 0  0.0 266.- 2'70 0 0.0  1 2 7 1 - 2 7 5  2 1.0 l 
276- 280 3 1.5 281 -265  4 2.0 2 5 6 -  290 4 2.0 i 
291- 295 8 4.1 296-300  12 6 .1  301 -305  10 1 : 
: 3 t j ~ -  16 8.1 : 311- 315 7 3.6  316-320 8 4.1 t 
321- 325 8 4 . 1  326- 330 6 3.0 331-335 12 6 , 1  : 
336- 340 8 4 . 1  341- 345 6 3.0 3:s- 350 S 4 . 1  : 
351- 355 5 2.5  356- 360 7 3.6  3 6 J - 3 6 5  9 4.6 
366- 3'70 7 3 . 6  371.- 375 6 3.0 376- 380 6 3.0 1 
381- 385 8 4 . 1  386- 390 7 3 .6  391- 335 6 3 . 0  
396- 400 3 1.5 401- 405 0 0.0  435- 310 2 1.0 : 
411- 415 1 0.5 : 316-320 0 6.0 4 2 1 - 4 2 5  2 1.0 ; 
426- 430 2 1.0 431-435  0 0.0 1 136--130 0 0.0 i 
441- 445 0 0.0 446-450  1 0.5 : 45;- 45>5 0 0.0 : 
456- 460 0 0.0 461-465 1 0.5 1 -766- 470 0 0 I 
471- 375 0 0.0 476- 480 0 0.0 1 381- 185 0 0.0 1 
486- 490 0 0.0 391-495  0 0.0 296- 500 U 0 .0  i 
501- 503 0 0.0 506-510 0  2.0 511- 515 1 0.5 1 
-----------------------------------------------------.--------------.-------- 
- .  
.-_ Taka1 197 160% 
* Totd l c ~ g t h  except for species 14th *Lur1z-f.i!.ie ci!.iii!iZ1 f j.n 4 st3e text) . 
8 

Area 097, Qi i t l rLc i .  1 ,  1985, 
----....------. " --- -" ------ - ---....--------- --------- - ---**---- "-------- 
L.ergth {cii?;. f X N Meal S k  . Dcv . S u n  Ler~g L1:s SLWI 0 1' Sq\::li'. E'kiggc 
------- ----,- ----.-----..- - "" -.--.--.--.---- ---- *---- 
7 457 102.f; 3196 1522374 308- 578 
--" --------- " .------------ - - ---.----- ---.- --- --- -- ------ 
o *  -7 L i m i t s  ( ~ m )  Fc;. %Fq. : Lim-i?-.s (EIX?) Fq. /o!.q. L i m i t s  (I:WI) Ft;, Y!E'q* I 
------ ------------- ----- --- --.--,* .--- --------,--------------. --------------------- 
306- 310 1 11,3  : 311- 315 O (2.0 f 3 iG-320  0 0.0 i 
321- 325 0 0.0 326- 230 (t 0,0 I 231.-- :?:<5 0 0 .0  
336- 3 4 ~  0 0.0 311- 245 1 1 : 315- 352 0 0.0 i 
351- 355 0 0.9 356.- 363 0 0.0 351-363 ' (1 f.).(.. I 
.:6F4- 370 0 U.0 371- 375 O 0,0 376- 330 0 0.0 
381- 385 0 0.0 386- 390 0 13.0 1 ::i;l- 333 0 0.0 i 
396- 400 0 0.0 401- 4 0 5  0 0.0 I 40G-410 0 0 .0  i 
411- 415 0 0.0 4 2 6 - 4 2 0  0 0 , G  421- -125 0 0.0 i 
426- 430 0 0.0 431- 435 0 0.c 425- -140 0 0.0 f 
441- 445 I 3 -146- 456 0 0.0 351- 455 1 1 ( 
455- 4 6 ~  8 0 . 0  451-465 0 C.0 456- 470 O 0.0 f 
471- 475 0 0.0 476- 480 0 0.0 481- ti85 0 3.0 ; 
436- 493 0 0.0 491- 595 0 0.0 1 49G- 500 0 0 . 0  f 
501- 505 0 0.0  5ofi-510 o 0.0 I 51.1- 515 o 0.0  ; 
515- 520 1 14 .3  : 521- 525 0 0 .a 526- 533 0 0.0 ; 
531- 535 0 0.0 535-540 0 0 . 0  511- 515 0 0.0 f 
546- 559 0 0.0 551-555 1 14.3 556.- 560 0 0.0 I 
561- 585 0 0.C 565- 570 O 0 .0  571- 0 0.0 I &- rr - 
576- 580 1 14.3 : 531-585 0 0.0 585- 5 ~ p  ., J 0 0.0 t 
----------------^ ---------------------------.-------d---+------------------- 
Tota ! '7 10m 
-- 
* Total length escept for species with  tma-like caiadzl f i n  (see t e x t ) .  
-(qsa> ass) urj. Tepntm ayTT-EXm3 qqt~ sapads .103 W~xa q?.?~a~. WJ, 
%OOT 9 Tvrto; 
----------------.------------------------------------------------------ 
0'0 0 O$P -96P L'9T T SSP -TCP 0'0 0 OEF -9Z% 
L*~T r SZP -TZP 0.0 o ozt7-sr% 0.0 o 913 -TIP 
t L*~T Ior$ -90% 0.0 o so? -TO$ 0.0 o OOF -96~ 
0.0 0 96F -T6€ 0'0 0 06E -98E L'9T 1 98€ -185 
0.0 0 03F -9LE 0'0 0 SLF -TLI 0'0 0 OLF -99E 
: 0.0 , it S9E -T9F I 0'0 0 09s -9SE 0'0 0 SSE -1% 
I 0'0 0 OSE -9PF t 0'0 0 SPF -T6€ 0'0 0 OPE -9FE 
; 0.0 " o -IF& ~'91 r OEE -9ze L*~T T SZE -TZE -_----_--------_--_------------------------------------------------------- 
*bd% -bd st ; -bL$%*ba (unu)s~+ywq : *b$h *bd (wfs3rut-g 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
+€Ti -FSE 66TZGP 66ZZ 9'4% E8E 9 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
ap3xiqj '~cnbs $0 LEIS s*q$+t~eq urns *Aaa*as UE+J N g(m}q$3uq 
---------1-bIl----,-----------------------I---------------------&--- 
'S861 '1 33'3- 'L60 "a;rB7 
'Jcag aug-pw-yoo~ ?u~sfl s;ta~%qf M&) TP 19 uayq, 
*qs~;yrn~ ~ET~CK& JOJ SD;>S~~~S pu~ eqza 113~3nb3.I~-y)$ua~ *ggt axqq 
*(3xa~ aas) UTJ Tqnm ayrT-m.mq qq.;~ sapads aaj qdaaxa yq$ua-(: T-O,T, 
........................................................... --------- 
I 0'0 0 SLF -TL? 0'0 0 OLP -9YP E'PT f 
: rSt.r r O~P-~SP 0.0 o SSP -IS+ I'PT T 
& T 5Pb -TPP 1 0'0 0 OPP -SF5 0'0 . 0 
0.0 0 Olb-9ZQ 0'0 0 2 -2 0'0 0 
O*O 0 C1~ -11% f 1 01% -903 0'0 0 
: E'P1 T. OO%-SSC I 0.0 0 261 -1% €'PI T ................................... 
-------I--------- __------------- --- 
I 'bd% 'bd (ma}s7?uI-Frl : '~AX *bd (unu)sq.-pg ; *b,jl% abd (~)s3~~~? 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
F9P -0GE ZSGLCZ I 800E 6-65 OFP L 
......................... -----------*--------------.- --------- ---- 
38- -;rsnbs jo urns sy;Yual utt~ --zaa-)S maH N * (IIIU)E~~~J% 
--1---------------------- -^_.--.,.--------.. _ I.-----.__ .______-_____----I -- 
* SS6T ' I *Taq.xen@ '~60 eaaj 
*SE~J 3uy.r-pu-c-:yoo~ ~l"rr~sn .so~m ACJ~:~ fry irq ga~ft?;~ 
'.zaddcd~~~y~ .TOJ s;irf$s.g-eqs pus Lcar_ra~-&a~d-y~ ma7 1 "me 
1 b e  137 . Lengt h-F~-i..qut-riry &~ta eLrl(? St,at i ~ 4 - r  ir.5 fo r  ti i -i:'ry R1-ir:l.f i-;li . 
I Ta'lrex~ by fill C?TV Ang1t:rs 11s f rig 1Jc :sir-and-i,i nc: C : ~ R  r. 
I Area 097, c-$xlzt.t er 1, 11i85. 
I ---- - .--..------ --.--.------ ---- 1-""_1.-*1^71---1-- -----. r: 
I ? lengES,h ( m n ~  n.l) & N f.kt=an S t  , Ilev . Surn l,eilg t k ~ s  Sum of Squr~r. .  i?ange 
I Zimits(nzi;) Fq. "Iz,q, i L r )  $'cia X%2. lJirp+c.Ls(pm) Fq' o /3L . - q ,  { 
% Total le~gich except for species xit,h tuna-like caxrial f i n  (see t.c.:;t), 
Table 138. Length-Frequency D a t a  a r ~ d  Statistics f o r  Ycilor9%ail. Rccl.!cfish. 
Talcen by 1111 CPFJ Anglers Using floole-pad-Lin- C e a r .  
Area 09'7, @darter 1, 1965. 
---------_----__-_-------------------------------------------------- 
Length (~a) * N Yea3 St .Devvr, Stm Lergths Slm: of S q ~ z r .  Wnge 
---------------------------------------.------.-.---- -- -------------- 
129 409 42.2 52732 21783456 260- 486 
--------------------------------------------.------------...-----------.------- 
.. - i t  Fq. Wq, : J,imj.ts(i.:n?) q . ) Lirni tu(c :n)  Fq. %Fq. I 
------------------------------- -----.,.- - ...------ -....---.---- -,------------------ -- 
256- 260 I 0 . 8  261- 265 0 0.0 266- '270 0 0.0 f 
271- 275 0 0 .0  1 276- 230 0 O . Q  283- 215 I 0.8  1 
286- 290 o 0 .0  291 -295  a ! . G  ; 295-  300 r 0.3 ; 
301- 305 2 1 . 6  306- 320 C 0.0 311- 215 1 0.8 : 
316- 320 0 0.0 321-325  0 G.0 326- 33Q 0 0.0 1 
331- 335 0 0.0 336- 340 1 0.8 : 341-545 1 0.8 t 
316- 350 -2 1.6 351- 355 i 0.8 t 356- 360 2 1.6 I 
361- 36-3 2 1 . 6  366- 370 1 0.8 j 3 7 2 - 3 7 5  1 0.8 1 
376- 380 2 1.6 3P?-36.5 8 6 .2  1 386- 390 3 2 .3  1 
391- 395 3 2 . 3  396- 400 s 4.7 ; 401- 105 l o  7.8 : 
406- 410 7 :.* 411- $15 7 5.4 416- 42.2 I1 8 .5  I 
421- a25 9 ' i . 0  326- 430 6 4 .7  431-435 7 5.4 : 
436- 433 5 3 . 9  1 441- 445 3 2.3 t 446- 450 7 5 .4  f 
451- 455 3 2 , 3  456- 460 5 3.9 461 -465  1 0.8 1 
366- 170 4 3.1 4 7 1 - 4 7 5  1 0 - 8  t 476- 450 0 0.a I 
481- 485 1 0.8  I 486- 490 1 0.8 1 491- 495 
------------------_------------------------------------------------------- 
T c t n l  129 lOc% 
1 5 9  

rTr- i,2t.?7.e 140, Z.,ength-Fr*eq!rek~c.y Data ar~t-1 Si:,:~t.i.sti.cu fcr' til~le Xic.:)(::!-;4'j.:3ii. 
Tt&eft by A l l .  CP5Y ,An.g Lers U:sj.r; 2 f-jook-rl ra-!.-Lint.: Gc;tr , 
hrca 3 (Ocean) , Q:~nI?t;er 1, 1965, 
--- -.-------- ------- -----------.*-- ------- -----"- ---.------*--- --*-.-- 
Length ( ~ r i m  f X li a St. Dex.7. Sum Lengths Sum 0:' Squrxr' . b1:3:> 
---.-----.---- -------- -- -- --.------- - ---------- - -- -.,--...- ......----.---.- -.--- .- 
i i in : i t a ( l i im)  File 4;F'q. I { I  F'q, "ILFq. ( f , i i i : i t s ( ~ w n )  Fq. 'XYc,. ; 
_ C _ _ _ _ _ _  I1_____ll---l-.-.----- - --.------------ _ ^ ------- ^ - " ^  ---- -1- 
176- 180 2 2.7 I 1 8 i -  385 0 0 .0  3t:{i-- 1963 0 0,0 ; 
391 - 195 1 1.4 ) 19s- 200 0 0 .0  201- 205 2 2.7 ; 
206.- 210 1 1 . 4  i 211- 215 1 4 I 2 1 6 -  220 1 1.4 : 
221.- 225 0 0 .0  1 226-  230 3 4 . 3  1 231-- 2:;s 3 3 . 1  i 
236- 220 1 1.4 1 2 4 1 - 2 4 5  2 2.7 1 346- 250 3 '1.1 
C C L 3 l -  255 2 '-2 " L . (  256- 260 i 1 . 4  f 2 !3 ! - 26 ; s  6 3.1 ] 
266- 210 2 2.7 f 271- 275 G 8.1 f 276- 230 4 5 .4  1 
283- 235 5 6.8 286- 290 2 , 7  29;- 295 3 ! i L I :  
296- 303 2 2.7 301- 305 1 0.0 t 30s-210 I 1 . 4  : 
311- 315 1 1.4 : 316- 320 3 4.1 1 , .-,& q"1- 325 0 0 . 0  : 
326- 330 3 4.1 331- 335 7 1 . 4  1 3 , 6 -  340 1 1 .4  : 
341- 345 0 0.0 1 3-16- 350 I I 1 351-355 0 0 , O  
355- 360 0 0.0 3131- 365 2 2 .7  ] 366- 37(? 2 2.7 
373- 375 0 0.0 f 376- 380 1 1 , 4  1 331-395 1 1.4 : 
386- 330 1 1 . 3  : 391-395 0 0.0 39')- 4011 0 0.0  : 
401- 405 0 0.0 466- 410 0 0.0 i???- 115 3 1 1 
---------------------------------- --- _--__ --..,.- ---- - -----._- ----. _-.-- ..
'i'o ta3 74 30% 
5 T o t a l  length e:ccep-1; f o r  si-ecics with turn-lilrc cxLidt.tL f i n  ise.:? te7&j. 
-.-- 

'I'ub1.e 142 . Lerlgt;l.,-Frcc,!.:ofnc:y T);xtr.r~. iz~d S t;,~.ti 5 fLic:s fc;r F,x:a.r:.c ics , 
m., j ,Jrcn by A l l  CPFV ,!k:.lglcr.,c; 'lisirr.g jI<,;~i.;.-zi:d-l.,j.ne Ce:x-, 
A r m  3 (Ckeiin) , Cjuar-Let. I ,  1985, 
-------* ------------.* -------------------- ..--.----.---.---- --.--.---.a,--.--- 
i i )  I'q. "/.ftil. I t 8 l i n i ' r s f r i m )  F':!. XFq. : Lisi t ;z i~m;i i  Fq, XTq. : 
- --------.------- ----- --,--- - --------- --- ------------  -.------- .,....-..--------- --- 
366- 370 1 12.5 : 371- 375 0 0 .0 f,';B- 321) 0 0.0 
351- 335 1 12 .5  1 386- 390 n o,o :?n:- 395 I! 0.0 : 
336- q \ ! ~  0 0.0 1 401- 405 0 0.0  406- .110 0 0.0 i 
471- 4 j 5  0 0 4 1 6 - 4 2 0  0 0 .0  1 4Zi- 425 0 0 .0  ; 
426- 430 0 0.0 431- 435 0 0 , ~  436- <L:O 0 0,O j 
441- 445 0 0.0 f 4126- 450 0 0.0 1 45!-45.: 0 o , 0  
455- 460 0 0.0 f 4sL-465 0 0.0 466- 4T0 0 0 .0  i 
471- 473 0 0.0 456- 480 1 1 2 ~  5 : 481- 3 ~ ? 5  1 '12.5 f 
486- 498 0 0.0 491-495 0 0 .O 496- 500 0 0.0 t 
501- 305 0 0.0 506- 510 1 12.5 : 511- 515 0 0.0 : 
516- 520 0 0.0 521-525 0 0.0 I 526- 530 0 0.0 : 
533.- 535 0 0.8 536- 540 0 0.0 5-il- 545 0 0 .0  : 
546- 550 1 12.5 551-555 0 0.0  1 5,56-- 560 0 0.0 i 
561- 565 0 0.0 566- 570 0 0 - 0  1 571- -575 0 0.0 t 
57G- 5813 0 0.0 581-585 0 0.9 586- 583 0 0.0 i 
591- 595 0 0.0 1 596- GOO 0 0.0 501- C03 0 0.0 : 
606- 610 0 0.0 611- 615 0 0.0 t G I G -  $20 1 12,5 : 
621- 625 0 0.0 1 626- 630 0 0.0 $31- 635 0 0.0 i 
636- 640 0 0.0 641- 6-15 0 0.0 1 646- 650 0 0.0  i 
651- 655 0 0,O 1 656- 660  0 0.0 1 661- 665 0 0.0 t 




Total 8 !Oct"At 
t Tom1 length e.xc:ept for spcies wi th  tma-_like cauc1;~l f i n  (see +,e:.;'c) . 

I 
I Tithle 145. Lenc4th--Etrc~cjucn~- J- Ztatr~ and Y t a i ,  i::t ic.:-: f:,r- (c;! ivch Iloch-t'i- b i .  
I 
I Thkerl by ,411 (,'i.y\' I ! ? i g l ~ r . ~  1lr;ill;; Ib:!2~--1r~li%-i. , i i :~ (&;.I*. 
I 
I A r e a  3 {Ck-ean), @tar tcr 1, i!ih,"t, 
I 
I 
I ---------..----------" ----.--. "-." .--.- ----.-.--- "-----"?----"---------."-*- ---.--.-----. 
I 
I Length (m)  X. N >lean Si, ,Dc-v. Sl_r;n Lcng t h s  of Scq:izre Ikx~gc? 
I 
----------------.---*----------------.-~*---*-----*------------------ .-- I 
I 20 2'35 411.5 5925 - ) ~ Q : - V I ~  UCJ'Z u %%/$.- 378 
I 
I L i m i t s  ( m;ii ) 1 .  7 . 1 I T  t ( i Fq , '%..F':$ . ! L i i ~ !  i : 3 ( fi)m 1 
I Fq . '%3'cj. 
I ----- ----- --..------ ----- --------*- -- ------ -------- - -.--.---,------------------------ 
I 
I 221- 225 1 5 .O : 226- 230 0 0.0 221-235 I 5.0 i 
I 
I 236- 240 0 0,O ! '- ' Z l i S  0 0.0 2L5-250 1 5 .0  : 
I 
I 251- 255 0 0.0 1 256- 260 0 C,C! 261-  265 1 5.0 i 
I 265- 270 1 5.0 271- 275 L 5 .O 1 275- 280 2 10.0 
I 
I 281- 285 1 5.0 ; 226- 2 9 ~ 1  0 0 . 0  201. 2P5 6 0.0 i 
I 29G- 300 4 20.0 301- 305 1 5.0 1 366-310 0 0.0 : 
I 
I 311- 315 0 0.0 316-320 0 Q.0 1 3 2 1 - 3 2 5  1 5.0 : 
I 
I 326- 330 0 0.0 331-335 0 0 .0 1 331;- 3.10 2 10,O i 
I 
I 341- 345 0 0.0 1 346- 350 2 10.0 351- 355 0 0.0 i 
I 356- 360 0 0.0 361- 365 0 0 . 0  366- 379 
I 
0 0.0 ; 
I 371- 375 0 0.0 1 376-330 1 5.0 : 3kjt- 285 0 0.0 i 
I 
I --------."-.--- ---------- - -------*--------.--------------------- 
I 
I Total 20 100% 
I 
I % Total I ength except for species w i t h  t~?~a--li!"i t3:~ildal f i 11 ( see text j . 
I 
Table 146 . L,e~zLh-F'req~lerq R i t a  iu~d St a t  istics for. Verrni! i9r1 F+rclif'ish. 
Taken b:; A I?. CPFf ,cin,"lt>ss U s  i. t~g I Jaolr-x~d-I 'i na GCZX' , 
Area 3 (Ocean), Quarter* 1, 1980. 
-... 
---A*---- ------- - ---------------- .. -------------------.--- -- ------- --. 
Le@th(m) * N Me311 St .3ev. Sum Lengths Srm OF S;l?,i;?r. R,xng;'e 
-- ------ ....................... ---* -------------..--- --------------- - 
i 5  270 52.2  4043 1121091 n ~ 1 6 -  330 
----1-----1----__-___-----I---------------------------------------------------- 
Limj-ts(ni;n) Fq. XEq, : LiraiLs( lnnl  Pq. %Fil. : Llmi t3 (n l ;n )  Fq. %Fq, 
*(qxaq aas) UTJ pzpnEa aqg-vunq ~17~ sa~aadsJOJ qdaaxa yqS3ua~ T~OJ, 8 
%OOf t PWOL ------------------------------------------------------------------*-- 
1 E'PT I os~ -st& 1 0.0 o SPE -rPc C*~P T 
0'0 0 SCC -5SE 0'0 0 OSS-92s 0'0 0 
I 0.0 0 OZC -9TC I E'PT T ST& -TIE €*%I T 
I 0.0 0 SOF-TOE 1 0'0 0 00s -962 0'0 0 
I &'$l T 06Z -987 I E'PS 1 S8Z-T8Z 0'0 0 
f 0.0 Cl SSZ -TLZ 0'0 0 OLZ -99Z : E.91 T ----------------___------------------------------------------------------- 
I '~PA 'bd (rn)s7.-yF-I : *bd% 'bd (unu)sq~mTT : '~PL 'bd (nw)sqmy3 - ------------------I-------------r---------------------v-----------------.--- 
C 
Lf7E -P9Z P9P8S9 8€TZ Z'OE 501 L 
------------------------.---------------------------------------- 
a3q .-runb~ 30 ms sy3Buaq ms *AXJ~~S walq N * (mf y7.m- 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
'S86T 'I -3JW '(J%3) E eaJV 
',-L.* au-gri-pvi-yoo~ ;Suisn sJaT~1- xao~~ JO 3a~d 6q ua*& 
'qa.xadj.ins La-%.[ is 40; sJ?qs.F?.vqS prre Xauanbas- -831 aTqq 
*(+xaq ass) rn3 ~ypr~m ayg-'&unq y3yi.i sapads JOJ qda~xa 93t1ay ~zr3o~, % 
%OOT 9P T=%OLL 
_-_----_-1_-_-___-_------------------------------------------------------- 
0.0 o srt -11% I 0-0 o OTP-90% Z-z T 
0'0 0 COP -96s 0'0 0 56C -16s 0'0 0 
2.2 T S8F-T86 Z'Z T 08s-9LS 0'0 0 
0'0 G OLE -99F F'$ Z S9E -T9F 0'0 0 
c0t7 z s - Z'Z T oss -9vr E*P z 
L'F P o%r -9~s Z*Z T SES-TEC Z*Z 1 
E*P z SZF -TZF L-8 P ozr -9sr : 9 E 
z"z r OTF- OF 19.9 E sor -10s 0.0 o 
I Z'Z T Sf3Z -162 Z'Z 1 06Z -982 Z*Z I 
I 5.9 € 08Z -9LZ 9'9 E SLZ-TLZ Z'Z T 
I z4z r sue--ruz : E*P z osz-$132 &.I? z z r O~Z -%z 0.0 o SPZ -TPZ : Z'Z 1 
___1-______----__------------------~-----------------.--------------------- 
; b b, (uP-u)s~.~JT? I '~~LIDX, 'bd (unu)sqrrrr~? : -6s~ *b,i~ (wx1)53-!uq? ----_--_______-__-_-----"--------------------------------------------------- 
Z0P -0t.Z 68F909P L8Z5T 2'6s STE 9% 
___1--1__1_--._--------_--_---------d-----.1--1-."--1----11--11----- 
_-l-_____-_--_l--------------------------------.------~----------- 
' g36 1: ' T dal;ter* ( ( uva-4) k: ,:a- 
.Jerw arr~q-pm-~OOH 3'u:sf) s~ap.ry ~,33 -r~y dq u~~E;L: 
YS TJY3C;tl 1 TU&'lOT '[a;r JGJ 83J76J 363s pJB 83BQ L3~anba:1d-i1%a1a~ 'L 171 '1 
- - 
APF'f?r2)IX .I (continued) A&WA 3 
TnSl e 149 , Lcngth-Fi-ec~~ic~~(:y 73at a arid S t s  t ist i cn fo r  l I l c :~~:k~~yl  3)ar.li. 
Taklizn by Pr ivai,e or Rent,a i Baat Angle r.s [:a i ng li-ic;o!i-mnti--11.r~ iicar, 
Are:: 3 ( B e y ) ,  Quarter 1, 1925. 
--.--" ---- ---------------------- -----.-----.--.------------ - 
Lengtkk!ixm) % N >!em Sf; ,Dc;v. Surr~ Lengths Su:n of S q m r .  I?ange 
-----.---------.-------- - --------------------------.-------.--- --- -------- 
16 569 103.1 31 05 534rJS55 44'7- 896 
--- -----------.-- ---. --<-------.-------*---------------- -," ---.-----.---.----------- - --- --- 
L- i rn i ts fnn~) T'q. XFcl, i s  . F .  : Lirnits!~lt:~) 1 .  q .  I 
----------.-------.-.- ---- - ---------------- ------------------------ --------.----- "*-- 
$ - a ~ - -  $50 I. 6 . 3  : 451- 455 o 0.0 356 - 4t;o n 0.0 
461- 465 0 0.0  455- 470 0 0.0 f 471- 475 2 12.5 
476- 480 0  0.0 381- 485 o 0.0 1 ass-{so o 0.c; ; 
493- 495 0 0.0 436- 500 1 6 . 3  : 501- 505 0 0.0 i 
506- 510 0  0 .0  511- 515 0 0.0  516- 520 0 0.0  : 
521- 525 1 6 . 3  : 526- 530 1 6 , 3  1 531- 5.35 0 0 . 0  { 
536- 540 0 0.0 t 5q1- 545 1 6.3 : 546- 550 0 0.0 
551- 555 2 12.5 : 555- 560 0 o .0  561-565 0 0.0 f 
566- ,570 1 6 .3  : 571-575 0 0.0 576- 550 0 0.0 
581- 585 1 6.3 : 585- 590 0 0 .0  i 591- 595 0 0.0 ! 
596- 600 0 0.0 601-605 0 0.0 GO$--610 1 6.3  : 
611- 615 2 12.5 1 616- 620 0 0.0 f 621-622 0 0.0  : 
626- 630 0 0.0 t 631-635 1 6 . 3  1 636- 630 0 0.0 i 
641- 645 0 0.0 6-16- G50 0 0.0 I ~ r j l -  t;5z 0 Q.0 f 
655- 660 0 0.0 661-665 0 Q.0  G G G -  67C 0 0 .0  : 
671- 675 o 0.0 676-680  o o.0 i s s r - a s s  o 0.0 I 
686- 690 0 0.0 691- 695 0 0.0 696- 700 0 0,0  
701- 705 0 0.0 SG6-710 0 0.0 : 711 -715  0 0.0 I 
716- '720 0 0.0 721-725  0 0.0 726- '730 0 0.0 I 
731- 735 0 0.0 736- 740 0 0.0  741-745 U 0.0 I 
746- 750 0 0.0 731- 755 0 0.0 756- 760 0 0.0  1 
-.. 
---. 761- 765 0 0.0 '766-770 0 0.0 ] 771- 775 '3 0.0  j 
776- 780 0 0.0 781- 785 0 0.0 1 786- 790 0 0.0 i 
791- 795 c 0.0 796- 800 0 0 . G  i 8Gl- 805 0 0 . 0  I 
806- 810 0 0.0 811- 815 0 o.0 816- 820 0 0.0 I 
82i-  825 0 0.0 1 826- 830 0 0.0 831-835 0 0.0 1 
836- 840 0 0.0 841-845 0 0.0 846- 950 6 0.0 i 
851- 855 0 0.0 856- 850 0 0.0 sGl-865 U 0.0 I 
865- 870 0 0.0 871-875 0 0.0 t 6 7 6 - 8 8 3  0 0 , 0  f 
831- 885 o o ,o ; sss- e m  o 0.0  1 891- $35 o 0.0 1 
836- 908 1 6.3 : 901- 905 0 0.0 906-910  0 0.0 : 
------------.---II------------------------------&---.-------.-m-------------- 
Tt jtal 16 100% 
t Total l eng th  except Q;L. spcies  with tuRn-like ca~~da l  f ir!  (see te:it) 
i 6 7  
(?:<a?, aas j u~j ppnm ayyt;--? y?r,.i sayaads .xoj qda3:ia q7ZuaT ~qo;f, * 
%OOT 8 f Q7.o;L 
---------------___---*--------------------------------------------------- 
: I r oser -wsr : 0.0 o ST I 0.0 o otm -~&PI 
0.0 *. 0 SEtT -1 EfiT f 0'0 0 OIPT -9ZPS : 0'0 0 SZPI -TZPT 
: 0'0 0 OZt1 -9Ti7I : 0'0 0 STPT -TS@T : 0'0 0 OTPT -9091 
: 0.0 0 SO%T -TO+T : 0.0 0 OO%I -96ET : 0'0 0 S6ET -T6ET 
: 0.0 0 06'25 -93ES 0'0 0 98EI -T8ET : 0'0 0 08ET -9LEI 
: 0'0 0 GLFi -iLlT 1 ST I OLE1 -99ET : 0'0 0 29'21 -T9&T. 
: 0'3 0 09FT -9XI : 0'0 0 SSF1 -TSET : 0'0 0 0SCT -9$&T - 
I Goo 0 S5GL-ItsT I 0'0 0 O$CT-3CET: S'ZT 1 SECT -TEE1 
: 0.9 0 OEET -9Zli : 0'0 0 SZET -TZEI : 0'0 0 OZET -9IET 
: 0'0 0 STIT -fTET : 0'0 0 0165 -90ET : 0'0 0 SOET -TOET 
: S'ZI t OOE1 -9621 f 0'0 0 S6Z1 -1621 : 0'0 0 0621 -9821 
! 6'0 0 SRZT -T82T : 0'0 0 08ZT -9LZT : S'ZT 5 SLZI -1LZS 
I 0.0 0 OtZT -9921 : 0.9 0 S9ZT. -19ZT : 0'0 0 09ZT -9SZI 
I '2 I SSZS -TGZT : 0'0 0 OSZI -9PZT : 0'0 0 S%ZT -1PZT 
I * r otzr-9czr: 0.0 o sszr-~~z~: 0.0 0 OFZI-~ZZZ 
I 0.0 o szzr -rzzr I o'a o ozzr -9rzr : 0'0 o srzr -1121 
: 0'0 0 0131 -9021 : 0'0 0 SOZS -1051 : 0'0 0 00ZT -9615 
I O"0 0 S6fI-T6TT I 0'0 0 0611-981T: 0'0 0 5811-181T 
0'0 0 0811 -9L1T : 0'0 0 SLIT -1LS1 : 0'0 0 -9911 
: 0.0 0 5311 --L91T 0'0 0 0911 -9911 : 0'0 0 SsT5 -19T-T 
0.0 0 OcET -9tK1 0'0 0 St11 -If711 : 0'0 0 0915 -9ETI 
: 0'0 0 SET1 -IFIT : 0'0 0 OE15 : 0'0 0 "IT -TZIT 
0'0 0 OZTT -9111 : 0'0 0 '2111 -1111 : 0'0 0 O1TI -YOTI 
: 0'0 0 SOTT-rOL1: 0'0 0 OOTT-9FOI: 0'0 0 $601-5601 
: 0'0 0 0601 -980T 1 0'0 0 2301 -580I : 0'0 0 0801 -9L05 
0'0 O SLOT-1LOT t 0'0 0 OLOI-930T: 0'0 0 S90T-T901 
: 0.0 o osos-9~91 f 0'0 o ST- ~*zz 1 I--- ______-___I-_--"_ - ------ -- --------------------------------------- -- 
; *b,~k oh~ (ruu~)s~~q-q I 1; 1 (US ; sb,g~ ah~ (&~)s~ymrT 
-------- ___" __-_--_._----__--------.-__ _______ -__- __-_-_ _.___-________________--- 
8PPS-sbOT LE899Z11 19201 O'tI'l 18ZI 8 
-------------.----------------_____________I_____ ______-__----- 
a *cz~rlhg JG ~IS syq3uaT ms 'AG~-~s Cfeqq N * (IIIU~)~TB~* 
'9861 ' T ~aq~et-6 ' (Kq) g Qaq- 
'.mq au"y-J-pl-m-ynog FiU~sfl s~o~Buv aeog -(EAt*aa .Lo aqen-fdd iCq "a*& 
~xoaa-rr, 3 s at+; 1p1 .KOJ sar 3s T pua q-ea -I~LI~~~~JL;I-~-@u - 0 I aT 
b - 
ksPEN?:lIX -4 ( continued) l i E 4  
*$'able 15 1, 14cw.-lrl~-E:rrni~er~t7y Data Stxitisti t?s fnv 9r-i ,i..:i Rtx!rf  i s h .  
Taken by SJrk\-ate or Rental  Boat, ~"inglc~t-s i,isir:;; !3ou:i-and-Line Gear 
A ~ e a  3 (-&:= f , Qaarter 1, 1985. 
1------------^-----__----------"---- --------l----.--.--l^-__^I----. --.---- -- - 
Length[ mrc j t N Mean S t  .Rev. Sun Lengths Slm of Scl~~lzi.. h q 2 e  
----I-------- I--- C __--- ----I---------------- ----- --.--- ---- 
9 224 46.5 2015 468864 183- 330 
-------------_------------------------------------------------------------ 
Total. 9 100% 
* Total length except for species with tuna- l ike  caubl f i n  ( see text f . 
Table 152. Length-Frequency D a t a  and Statistics f o r  Pdcific Stzgkiorn Sculpir 
Taken by F'rivate or Rental Boat A n g l e r s  C s i r g  Hock-and-Line Gear, 
Area 3 (Bay)  , Q~arter 1, 1985. 
I-- - _ ___&______-_^___1_1______^__I____-_________------------___________ 
Length(nxi)* N Mean St.Dev. Sum Lengths  S m  nf Squar. Range 
-d-~__-_-____-I____------------------d---------------------------- 
5 187 11.7  933 174643 172- 200 
--_--_~C-UI___Y--_-__-----------------------~----~~------~~--------&--- 
Linrit;s(m) Fq. Y S q ,  : Limits(mm) Fq. ?Wq, : L i r n i t s t m )  Fq. %Fq. I 
_--I--___d_&______--------------------------~-d----------------------- 
171- 175 1 20.0 : 176- 180 1 20.0 : 181- 185 0 0.0 ! 
186- 190 1 20.0 : 191- 195 1 20.0 : 196- ZOO 1 20.0 f 
_____1___1__3__________1-_--1-----------------~--------------d------- 
T o t a l  5 100% 
2 T o t a l  length except L c r  s p i e s  with twa-like c a d  f i n  (see t e x t ) .  
























































APPENDIX B. List of Scientific Names, Common Names, and Length-Weight Parameters 
from All Areas in 1985 for Quarter 1, Taken by All Mode Anglers 








































Salmon, Coho (Silver) 
Lingcod 
Senorita 



















Cot t idae 
Dasyatidae 






















Notorynchus -- maculatus 
Oncorhynchus kisutch 
Ophiodon elongatus 




APPENDIX B (continued) 


































Rockfish, Speckled , 
Bocaccio 
Rockfish, Canary 
Rockfish , Grass 












































f lavidus , 
goodei 
helvomaculatus 
hopkinsi 
maliger 
melanops 
miniatus 
Sebastes mystinus 
-- 
Sebastes nebulosus 
Sebastes ovalis 
Sebastes paucispinis 
Sebastes pinniger 
Sebastes rastrelliger 
Sebastes rosaceus 
Sebastes ruberrimus 
Sebastes rubrivinctus 
Sebastes saxicola 
Sebastes serranoides 
Sebastes spp. 
Sebastes zacentrus 
Seriola lalandei 
Trachurus symmetricus 
Triakis semifasciata 
Unidentified Pisces 
Xiphister mucosus 

